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CLIENT P:ERCEPTION OF THE RELATI01~SHIP AS A FUNCTION 
OF WORKER-CLIElIfT COGNITIVE STYLES 
by Martin A. Greene 
The basic conceptual idea of this study is that inter-
action bet~leen the persq!lal charact.eristics of the worker and 
of the client is a major factor in det'ermining the quality of 
the casework relationship. Workers posses~-ing differing 
personal characteristics will have diti'el'ential success in 
fo~uing relationships with clients possessing differing 
personal characteristics. 
The influence of a specific personal character.istic, 
cognitive style, was investigated. Cognitive style, manif'ested 
perceptually as field-dependence--f'ield-independe.nce, is a 
salient dimension influencing characteristic modes of fUnction-
ing in a di ve'rsi ty of areas. 
The major hypothesis was that clients would perceive 
the relationship as being relatively luore· positive .. when 
their cognitive styles were congruent with their workers' 
cognitive styles than when they were incongruent. Since dif-
rerences in relationship levels were viewed as being strictly 
a fUnction of interaction, the individual styles of the 
workers and the individual styles.of the clients were not 
expected to have an influence •. These hypotheses are de;r>ived 
from pr~vious. studies ~hich suggest that persons having 
similar!cognitive styles are aple to communicate more effec~ 
. I I d f . . t . It· h . th t~ve y ~n orm more pos~ ~ve re a ~ons ~ps an persons 
having dissimilar styles. 
A second portion of the study dealt with the associ-
ation between cognitive styles and worker's choice of 
treatment techniques. Prior stUdies suggest that differential 
i 
treatment methods are appropriate for clients having differing 
cognitive styles. The evidence suggests that field-dependent 
persons with their global cognitive orientation seek external 
structure whereas field-independent persons with their dis-
'crete cognitive orientation prefer to structure their own 
I 
experiences. This led to the hypothesis that there would be 
a signiflicant difference between the choice of treatment 
methods employed by workers when treating clients having 
differing cognitive styles. With field-dependent clients, 
workers would place relatively more emphasis on supportive 
techniques. With field-independent clients, workers wpuld 
place relatively more emphasis on techniques that promote 
self-awareness. 
'The data were collected in five offices of two 
family service agencies. The sample consisted of twenty-two 
experienced caseworkers and fifty-one of their clients, 
women experiencing interpersonal problems. Workers' and 
.:!'" 
clients' scores on the Embedded Figures Test and evaluations 
of figure drawings were used to measure cognitive style. 
Client perception of the relationship was evaluated through 
the use of the Barrett-Lenna.rd Relationship Inventory. 
This provided measures of worker regard, empathy, uncondi-
tional positive regard, and genuineness, as well as a total 
score. It was administered individually to each client 
immediately following the fifth interview. Classification 
of casework method was derived from worker judgments of 
the techniques considered most significant in achieving 
casework goals with each client. 
All of the hypotheses received mild but consistently 
significant support from the data when the Embedded Figures 
Test was used as the measure of cognitive style. Client 
perception of regard, empathy, genuineness, and the total 
relationship were significantly more positive when worker-
client cognitive styles were congruent than when they were 
incongruent. As predicted, ·'the interactiori'··effects were the 
only significant effects. Differences in worker styles and 
differences in client styles did not have independent effects 
on relationship levels. There was a significant difference 
between the choice of methods workers considered to be most 
influential in achieving casework goals with clients having 
differing cognitive styles. With field-dependent clients, 
workers placed relatively more emphasis on supportive 
techniques and with field-independent clients, workers placed 
relative~y more emphasis 'on techniques that promote self·-
I 
awarenes:s. In addi tioni although not stated as an hypothesis, 
it was rbund that field-independent clients showed, as 
anti.CiPa~ed' greater specificity in !iitferentiating rel.ation-
ship qualities than did field-dependent clients. 
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The pur'pose of this study is to inves tigate the in-
fluence of the interaction of worker-client styles on the 
quality of the caseltJork relationship. 'llhe influence of a 
specific va.ria.ble, cogni ti ve style, will be inves tigs.ted. 
As will be explained in the text that follows, c'ognitive 
style is a salient dimension that influences peoples' char-
acteristic modes of functioning' in s, diversi ty of B.ro9as. 
Since the l"elationship is s.ssumed to be co-determined by 
the inputs of both participants, it is hypothesized that 
the quality of the rela·tionship will vary as a function 
of interaction effects between wOI'ker-client cogni·tive 
styles, with the client perceiving the relationship rela-
tively more positively when worker'-client cognitive styles 
are congruent than when they are incongruent. Conver'sely, 
when considered individually, worker' cognitive style alone 
and client cognitive style alone will not influence the 
level of the rela.tionship. 
A second and subsidiary portion of the 'study will 
deal with the influence of cognitive styles on the worker's 
choice of treatment methods, with the anticipation that 
choice of method will be associated with differences in 
client styles. 
tVhile not stated in the form of an hypothesis, the 
specificity of client perception of the worker will be 
studied to determine whether or not the responses are as 
would be predicted fram theoretical considerations. 
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The Casework Relationship 
Thr'oughout the histOl"Y of social casewo.l·k, major" 
educators ha.ve cOinmellted on the im.portance of the l-lOrker-
clie·n't relationship. -:the following quotes, covering a 
per-iod. l'x'om 1918 to 1970 are typical: 1\11a1"Y Richmond--
I! 
. for whe:r-e disOI"der's wi tl1in or tti thou t threa.tened· a 
~~nls happiness, his social relations must continue to be 
the chief Dleans oi' his recovery. "I Gordon Hamilton--"T"ne 
r' 
idea that the l"ela"tionship of' worker and client is important 
in helping people to help themselves--'not alDls but a 
friend'--is one of the oldest in casework •.•• It is only 
when rapport is crea.ted for a prof'essional purpose that 
there may be said to be a client. 112 Isabel Stamrll--'I Basic 
to all aspects 0:1' ca.sewor·k is the planned establishment of 
a relationship between caseworker and client, defined in 
IMary Richmond, Social Diagnosis (New York: Russell 
Sage Foundation, 1918), p. 113· 
2Gordon Hamilton, Theory and Practice of Social 
Casework (New York: Columbia University PI~SS, 1940), pp. 
28-29. 
2 
terras of: the client's capacities and needs. 111 Helen liarris 
Perlman~-ttThe relationship is the continuous context in I . 
which p~oble:m solving takes place. . .. . It is what differen-
, 
1 
t.iates ~roble~ solving ·in casewol"k from problem solving as 
2 
a. purely intellectual process. 1I 
Desp.ite the continual empha.sis on the importance or .// 
\,r 
the rela,tionsh"ip as noted above, the precise ingredients sub- . 
sU..I'lled und.er the conce pt and the nature of its influence remain 
elusive. i Perhaps this is because the concept is used to X' I .. , 
describe a qu~li~y of interaction which varies in intensity 
wi th the mode of inte rven tion employed. For exarrlple, the 
relationship was the core of the iunctional approach in 
which the relationship between worker and client provided 
the vi tal expe.rience through Which a. new level of psyc~ic 
differentiation could be achieved. 3 On the other hand, ~rief 
intervelltion approaches place greater em.phasis upon quick 
engag~ment thI"OUgb. the use of expertise and authority in a 
manner tha.t supersedes affective qualities. 
Social casework encompasses a variety of practice 
lnodels with di1'ferfng theoret~cal underpinnings. Objectives 
lIsabel L. .stamm, "Ego Psychology' in the Emerging 
Theoreti,cal Base of Casework, Ii in Issues in American Social 
tvork, . ad.· ·by jurred J. Kahn (New YOl"k: Columbia Uhiversi ty 
.Press, 1959), p. 99.· . . 
2Hel en Harris ·Perlnlan, "The Problem ·Solving lJlod'el in 
Casewor~," in Theories of' Social Casework, ed., by Robert lAT. 
Roberts· end Robert· H.· liee. (Chicago: Univers~ty of Chicago 
Press, 1970), p.. 151. 
. 3Cora .. Kasiu~, Ii- Comparison of' Diagnostic· and Functional 
Casework (I~ew York: Family Service Association of' America. . 
1950), pp. 10-11. 
'::.' .. ; .. 
:3 
include people changing, situation changing or a combination 
of both. Technical approaches range as far and wide as 
existentialism; psychoanalytic pl"i.tlciples and the theories 
of behavioral modification. Despite this, regardless or 
the model or the theoretical orientation, casework practice, 
and indeed all of social work practice, is pervaded by an 
ethical co~~itment to become engaged with people in a manner 
that is responsive J empa"t;hic, caring and authentic in the 
deepest sense. Thus, the affective-expressive attitudinal 
dimension subsumed under the concept of relationship is a 
significant component of all casework practice. The specific 
practice objectives combined with theoretical explanations 
regarding the nature of behavioral change determine the 
l"'elative emphasis pla.ced upon relationship considerations. 
"People-chB.nging,·" a term coined by Ann Hartman, 1 
.refers to social work practice in which the objective of 
enhanced social functioning is achieved through face-to-face 
intervie)IS that have the goal of' resolving barriers to 
psycho-soc~al deve10pIllent. While the barriers are both 
within the person and in his iwnediate surround, interventions 
in either area have the therapeutic goal of promoting growth 
and change in people who are experiencing problems in their 
interpersonal I·elationships. Hollis I s book, Casework: A 
Psychosocial The·rapy, describes the therapeutic casework 
lAnn Hartman, ttBut What is Social Casework?" Social 
Casework, Vol. ·52, No. 1 (January 1971), 411-419; 
4 
approacli in W'hic~ intervention takes the primar'Y form or 
communidations between client, wOI·ker, a.nd signii'icant others 
I in the context of a pesi tlve rel·ati.onship developed during' 
I 
fairly ~tructured interviews.l Thls model may be differen-
. tiated ftrom ca.sework· practice which ela.phasizes the provision 
, 
of individualized services·. 
:1n 1948,· Austin2 made a similaI~ di.vis.ion of casework 
into two ma'jor categories: social therapy and psychother·apy. 
E'or both, the worker-client re·la tionship is the medium of' 
help, wfth. the intensity of the relationship'being determined 
by the na.ture of the problem a.nd the treatment· goals. When 
the problem arose primar'iiy i'roDI environmental stress, the 
optimal relationship was objective and· supportive. When the 
aim. Is modi:f'ication of' the personality of the client, three 
fO'r!rlS 01' psychotherapy may be employed: supportive therapy, 
experiential therapy, ·and insight therapy.· All of these 
involve a fairly intensive relationship with vari.ations in 
the extent that transference .compo.nents are either consciously' 
exploited or inte.rpreted.·· In 1964, Hollis) characterized the v/ 
relationship as a mode of communication and a set of· attitudes 
in Which realistic and unrea1istlc .ro~es operate. The 
;lF1~rence Ho11is,';"CasewcU:'k: A Psycho'social Tperapy 
(New York: . Random House, 1.9.6~6·) . 
. ~Luci.l1e Austin,,· uDiffere·ntia,l Trends· in Social 
Cas~wprkl. II Principles and Techniqu'es in Social Casework,. 
19· 0-19~O.~,(Ne:w ~ork:. Family Servi'ce Association of America, 
19·0), pp. '324-338. 





casework literature has emphasized the need to distinguish 
. " .. _-.-
between those components of the relationship that are 
rea.listic reactions to the activity 0·£ the worker and those 
which are based on unrealis·tic expectations derived from 
·transferred atti tudes originally experienced in childhood. 
WI:Ule tibe significance of transference is roecognized 
by the writer, what follows primarily concerns the client's 
percep·tions or "the relationship in terms ot" his view of the 
actual attitudes and responses or the worker. The prilnary 
significance oi'the rea.lity components of the relationship 
in casework is recognized by Hollis, 1 who notes that regard-
less 01"> the unrealis tic components, the client mus t perceive 
the lFI01'ker as a concer'tled person who likes and accep·cs him if 
the client is to continue in treatment. 
The first task or treatment, then, is to i'ind 
a way of cmmnunicating cues to the real nature 
of the worker's attitudes so that the client will 
gain some confidence in the worker as a therapist. 
With practically all clients there are periods 
in tI'eatment when the realistic view of the worker 
is obscured by unrealistic reactions, but the 
client is carried over such periods by his pre-
vious positive perceptions, of which some part 
of him continues to be aware. 
The psychologists, strupp and Bergin,2 have delineated 
two sets of operations which the therapist must successfully 
lIbido, pp. 156-157. 
2Hans H. strupp and Allen E. Bergin, "soDle Empirica.l 
and Conceptual Bases for Coordinated Research in· Psycho-
therapy: A Critical Review of Issues, Trends and Evidence, II 
International Journal or jtsychiatrx, Vol. 7, No.2· (February 
1969), pp. 28-29. 
em.ploy !if he is to achieve therapeutic objectives. Their 
I 
orienta~ion is quite compatible'with the stress Hollis 
places bn the realistic components or the relationship. 
I 
i 
a. He must create conditions'which make the 
patien't amenable to his influence. Usually 
this is, spoken of in terms of a thex'apeutic t.e~;,ationship in which the patient experiences 
~espect, trust, and acceptance which render 
him receptive to the therapist's suggestions, 
interpretations, and the like; 
b. While these conditions are being created, the 
therapist em.ploys a variety of techni'cB,1 pro-
cedures (desensi ti'zation, interpretations, 
etc.) to in.t'luence the patient in directions 
considered thera:peu tically desirable and 
~ltil.l1ately, intended to increase the patient's 
independence, self-direction,' and autonomy. 
On the t;>asis of an extensive survey of' relevant studies, 
6 
" 
, ..... 1 
, .:.;~ .' 
." ". J' 
" , 
.r ,':. f ~ ~.j. , ... -..... 
strupp and Bergin concluded that ~he personal qualities of'," .. ,' ", ;..~Jc 
.f· Id (0- $'~ .'" 
the therapist have a significant influence on the therapeutic;l t.i, :,,:.,:.;J 
,..I i ( 
climate as well as on the selection of technical p'rocedures ,,,,) 
/1 
employed. In their view, a view held in common in the case-
work literature,:, skill in fos'tering relationships is a highly 
1 personal matter~ 'par,taking of the quality of an art. 
The emphasis in casework on the art component may / 
h~ve tended,to foster the impression that skill in fostering 
positive relationships is an intangible quality that comes 
to the worker by nature and defles comprehension'through 
, . 
objectiv:e empirical studies'. \-Jhile the emphasis upon the 
IFor example, Grace K. Nicholls, "The Science and 
Art of the Cas~work ,Rel,at:tons~~p, II Smith ,College, Studies, 
Vol. 36, No. 2 (Febr~ary 1966), pp. 109-126. 
7. 
personal nature of such skill is supported by the studies 
cited by strupp and Bergin. this in no way implies that 
skill in using oneself is' a topic tba.t defies com.prehension /. 
, .., -. v 1- .!.-= 61-' ) 
and is best left to develop 'by chance. It is the vievl of ) 1:)0'..' '-' ,·i_ I"· 
/,.j" .-i-.l::";::'~ 
this study that skill in fOl9.ming relationships can be enh~n&'~ct, ,..-;.' 
through unders tanding the components' that contribute to 
.
J ,?, ~~. / .. 1-' 
....... '-) • .E.' 
. v/ J.'" .. - ,', 
v' _ r;J'-
positive I'"elationships. Through such understanding, ga.ined . .'~ -" 
i r 
by introducing the student to studies pertinent to the sub- ....... i" 
: ~!.'~.";:< j~. ~( ject, skill in using relationships becomes a conscious 
):-,: -.I," 
I";· 
process subject to the potential control of' the wOl'.~ker. f c .. . •• , . .: .cr,:. "," 
1:./ 
In 1922, .r4aryRichmond similarly viewed the balance ./f : ,~t... ; 
.-/ ;-.,,; .. ' /j ~ I' ,) /'''' -
bettveen personal qualities and training when she observed, t..)"";~.:: ,.Ii 
I- "': 
Even in our day the skillot the social case- ./' 
worker who is able to e.fi'ect better adjus tments 
be-tween the individual and his environment. seems 
to many or us . • • to come by nature. 11'0 many, 
such casework is neighborliness and nothing more. 
There is a haIr truth in this neighborline,ss 
theory, for the good caseworker must be both born 
and made, but its element of error is the i'ailure 
to recognize how much is being done to develop a 
nativ~ giftlthrough tralning and specialized 
exper1ence. . 
,,/ Of recent, a number of studies2 generated by Hollis' s3 
classit'ication of communicative procedures have examined the 
IMary Richmond, What is Social Casework? (New York: 
Russell Sage FoUndation, 1922)~ p. 2. 
2Edward l.IJ.ullen. "Differences in Worker S·tyle in 
Casework, It Social Casework. Vol. 50. No. 8 (Octobe.r 1969). 
pp. 347-35.3:-William J. Reid. "Characteristics or Casework 
Intervention," We.lrare in Review. Vol. 5, No. 6 (June ·1967). 
pp. 11-19. 
3Florence Hollis. 11 E..;rplorations in the Development of' 
a Typology o1'Casework Treatment, Ii Social Casework. Vol. 48. 





of operations, that of technica.l procedure.s, 
delineated 
. I above by strupp a,nd Bergin. In·these studies, 
l-lhile diagnostic cons iderations accounted for some of the 
variation in worker choice of procedure.s, the greater part 
t 
of the ~ariance was a function of "worke.r style. ft They 
le'ad to !the conclusion that the particular blend of pro-
cedures Iselected by the caseworker for use wi th a pa'rticular 
client 1:8., at least in part, a highly personal choice' which 
ca.nnot bE;} accounted for .fully on the basis of the .scientific 
principles adhered to in the study, diagnosis, and treatment 
process.: Since t~e use of technical procedures is so highly 
, 
influenc~d by person.al considerations, it is assumed that 
I . 
the' more: elusive ingredients of the relationship are subject 
to even greater personal. influence~. 
The' Ingredients of the Relationship 
~iedierl,2' has demonstrated that experienced'thera-
pists of divergent schools of' psychotherapy agre,e on the 
elements of the ideal therapeutic relationship, which is 
characterized as being warm, accepting, and understanding. 
Experienced ,therapists. of di.f.ferent orientat'ions agreed 
more closely with e-ach other op. these qual.1tie,s than they 
lFred E. Fiedle'r,' "A Compar'ison or Therapeutic 
Relation~hips i'Q, Psychoanalytic,' N·on-d-irec·ti ve, and Adle'rian 
Thera.py., 'r Journal ot~ Consulting PSlcho,logt, Vol. 14, No. 6 
(1950), pp. 43.6,-445. . 
2Fiedler., "The' Conc'ept 01: an Ideal Therapeutic 
Re1atio~ship,u Journal of Consulting Psycholol5l, Vol. 14, 
No.5 (1950)" pp. 339-345. 
9 . 
did with beginning ther.apis~s of their o~~ orientation, 
indicating that experience leads to a.n appr·eciation of the 
common relationship ingredients regardless of theor>e·t;ical 
approach. Truax and Carkbuff,l in examining the psycho-
therapy literature, came to the following conclusions: 
Despite the· bewildering array of divergent 
theories and the dirficulties in translating con-
cepts from the lan~age of one theoI>Y to that or 
another, several common threads weave their way 
through abou·t ·every major theory of psychotherapy 
and counseling. • • . All have emphasized the 
importance of the thez·apistts ability to be inte-
grated, mature, genuine. authentic or congruent 
in his relationship to the patient. They have all 
stressed also the importance of the therapist's 
ability to provide a nonthI"ea.tening, trusting, 
safe or secure atmosphere by his a.cceptance, 
nonpossessive wa~Lth, unconditional positive 
regard, or love. Finally, virtually all theories 
of psychotherapy emphasize that for the therapist 
to be helpful he must be accurately empathic, 
be "with il the client, be understanding, or grasp 
the patient's meaning. 
The relatlonship ingredients noted above also permeate the 
social work literature. These are ~~ong the central atti-
tudinal qualities sought in selecting social work stUdents 
and hopefully enhanced through training. 
The client-centered psychologists have generated ~ 
an extensive body of research and substantial data on the 
ef.fecti ve ingredients of the thel"apeutic relationship. 
Muoh of the ·client-centered re·search owes its impetus to 
lCharles B. Truax and Robert R. 
Effectiy-9 Counseling and Psychotherapy: 
(Chicago, Ill.: Aldine Publishing Co., 
Carkhuf.f • iroward 
Training and Pract,icJ!, 
1967), p. 25. 
10 
1 Carl Rogers I 1957 paper, u'rhe IlJecessary and Sufficient 
Conditions of Therapeutic Personal'ity Change.'" In this 
" ' 
paper~ Rogers succinctly stated that for constructive person-
ality' change to OCCU1~, the t'o,llowing conditions have to 
exist: 
I.' Two persons are' +n psychological contact'. 
2. The fir~t, we shall term the client, is ina 
state of in~ongJ:'Uence, bei:ng vulnerable or 
anxious. , 
3. The second person, whom we shall term the ' 
therapia t, is congruen'\; or inte'grated in the 
relationship. 
4. The therapist ex,pe:riences unconditional posi-
'ti ve I'egal""<l for the client. 
5. The therapist experien,ces an empathic under-
standing of the client's internal frame of 
reference and endeavor~ to c'ommunicate this 
experience to the c~ient. 
6. The communication, to the client of the 
the rapi.s t I ~ empathic, un,derstanding and 
uncQ'nditional 'positive regard is to a 
minimal degre~ achieved. 
According to this statement" no other conditions areneces-
sary. The above conditions are in themselves sufficient, 
and, if fulfilled over a period of time, constructive per-
sonality change will follow. Rogers and' h,is colleagues 
ha.ve refined the initial statement in a number of subsequent 
2 papers, ,but essentially their position remains virtually 
~carl R.Rogers, liThe Necessary and SUi'ficient Conditions 
of Therapeutic Perso1';lali ty, Change, ~ Journal of Consulting, 
!'sychology, Vol'. 21, No. 2 (1957), pp. 9$-103. . 
~Carl R. Rogel's" liThe Interpersonal Relationship: The 
Core of Guidance', II in Person 'to, 'Person; ,The' Problem or Being 
Hwrian, e,~., by Carl R. 'R~gers and Barry stevens (Lafaye,tte,. 
C'alil'ornia: Real People IS Pre,ss, 1967);" pp. ,89 .. 103. Also 
Carl 'R. ';Rogers and Charles B. Truax, "The Therapeutic a,ondi ... 
ti'ons Antecedent; t.o' Chal'1g~H A 'l'heoretical View" tt in The 
,Therapeutic Re'lations'hip and its Impac,t:' A study of P'S'Ycho-
thera ", with Schizo hreriics ad. by Carl R., Roger~, :et ale 
:J~adison, Wisconsin: University ot Wisconsin Press, '1967) 
pp. 97-108.' . 
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the sa'11e. 
The first two conditions are generally met in case-
work contact with voluntary clients. with involuntary clients, 
. the initial task is to establish psychological contact and 
enable tham to share their vulnerability and anxiety. Some-
how, each~·lust make some difference in the exper'iential 
field of the other. Without such contact, the person cannot 
be said to be a client. Incongruence means that there is a 
gap between what is consciously perceived and whs.t is experi-
enced at a more basic level of awareness. 'The client 
genel~a.lly seeks help for himself or wi·th his .t'amily because 
he experiences a gap between how he and others habitually 
respond. and how he feels he or they ought to behave. In 
essence, the client come·s because he experiences a sense 
of tension, discoMrort or anxiety, which he hopes to alle-
viate via professional assistance. 
According to Rogers, the. three conditions of con-
gruence, unconditional positive regard, and empathy which 
follow the conditions of psychological contact and client 
incongruence, are the primary relationship qualities that 
the helper must roster in order to promote constructive 
therapeutic change. These a1"e rei'erred to' aa the It therapis t 
of.t'ered condi tiona·. It Since these condi tions .fom the core 
o:f the the·ra.peutic relationship,. they will be described 
below in detail. Each description begins with Rogers' own 
statement f'l""om his initial paper. l 
lRogerS$ Ope cit.,. 1IThe Necessary and Su:rfici~nt Con-
diti.ons of Thel-'apeutic Personali ty Change. 1t 
I 
I 
I Congruence or Genuineness in the Relationship 
I 
!The thir-d· condition is that the. therap.ist. 
should be, within the conf'ines' of' this relation-
ship, a·congruent,. genuine, integ~ated person. 
It means that wi thin the re1a ti,onsnip' he is 
f'l"'e ~ ly and' deep 1y himse li~ "; . wi th his. aC.tual 
experience accurately repref$ented by his awar-e·-
nesS of himself.' It is the opposIte of presenting 
a f',1cade e1 ther knowingly or· unkliowinglY. • • • 
Certainly the aim is' not ror the therapist to, 
exp~ess or talk out his own f'eelings, but pri-
marily that he should not be deceiving :the client 
as to himself. 
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Such genuineness implies that the worker expresses 
himselr:with a sense of authenticity 'and honesty while main-
taining la. professional COIn.TJli tment to his task. It implies 
that the: worker'is in touch with and integrated in his own 
experi.e~ce since, should a gap exist, the worker would not 
be flilly c·apab1e 'of' r~elating openly. -Theoretically, since 
in part the client seeks help with his own lack of congru-
ence, the worker's model of integrated fUnctioning is a 
prerequisi te to helping the client i~ this area. To be 
genuine also implies a lack of' defensiveness and an openness 
to di-rect personal encountel~S when such encounters are thera-
peutically indicated. It doe·s not mean that the worker must 
overtly express all that he .teels. It means that he does. 
not hide; nor· does he deny what he .feels by adopting a pro.-
. i 
fessionail fae·ade that conveys a lack of sincer.ity. ,. In this 
i 
sense his response·s are integra.ted with bis actual 1"eelings 
I 
and aI"e r,to·t merely prof'essional responses that fail to 
I"eflect his actual reac·tions. 
Level of Unconditional Positive Regard 
To the extent that the theI'apia t rinds himself 
experiencing a war.m acceptance of· each aspect of the 
client t s experience as being a pR.rt of the client 
he is expe~iencing·unconditional· posi~ive regard • 
• . . It involves as· much i'ee.ling· or accept~ce f·or 
the client's expression of- negative, "bad," painful, 
.fearful, defensive, abnormal. feelings as for his .. 
expression or fl good, n posl tiv6; mature, cont'ident, 
socia.l feelings,. as much accepta.nce or ways in . 
which he iE. inconsi.stent as of ways in. whic·h he· is 
consis tent. It :Ill6a.ns a caring fo·l' a. client., but 
not. in a poss·essive way or as s.imply to satisf'y the 
therapist's own needs. It means a caring :ror the 
client as a separate person, with permis.sion to 
have his own feelings,. his own experiences. 
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Rogers subsequently divided this condition into two 
components, differentiating regar'd from unconditional posi-
tive regard. Level of regard refers to the general tendency 
of the therapist's various affective reactions to the client. 
It subsumes how much the therapist likes, ca.res i"or, values, 
and feels warmth for the client. Regard may be considered 
a composite of all the feeling reactions of worker to client, 
both negative and positive at anyone point in time. Uncon-
ditional positive regard is primarily concerned with how 
Ii ttle or how much var'iability there is in the worker's 
affective response to the client. It involves consistency 
in valuing the client as a person, separate from any evalua-
tion of his behavior or thoughts, a prizing of the client 
for himself regardless of: behavior. 'Ibis does not mean that 
the worker sanctions destructive behavior. Rathel', he 
appreciates the meaning that such behaviors have for the 
client instead of approving or disapproving of them. In 
social work, this is reflected in our emphasis on accepting 
the· client· as he is and in respecting his right to self-
determination.' As Hollis l note·s, no matter what the f'orm ; 
of treatment, the worker' must have a .positive attitude 
. . 




liking ~nd respect :for·him, and an acceptance of him as an 
individual. Perlman2 also rs.fers to this attitude in 
stressl~the impor-tance of "acceptance i ' that implies a 
liking and lending of' the self to the other in order to 
meet the client 1 snee<ls \·dth a sense of respect for the· 
client's right to retain his own identity. 
AccUl'"a te Em.pa thic Unde rs tanding 
The f'ii'th. condition ~s that the therapist is 
. expe.riencing an accurate empathic understanding of' 
the client's awareness of' his own experience. To 
sense the cli-ent's priv.ate world as' if it were 
your own, but wi thout ever losing the 'I as i.flt 
quality, thi.s is· empathy and it is essential to 
therapy. . • .' When the client's world i.s this 
clea:r to the therapist" and he moves about in it 
freely, then he c~ bQth communIcate his unde'r-
standing' ·of what is· clearly known to the clieat 
and can also voice meanings in the clis·nt f s 
experience of which the client is scarcely &.ware. 
Of the three therapist-of'.t'ered conditions, empathy 
ha.s received the. most attention in social wot'k literature.3~ 4 
1Ho11is" ~·cit., p.156. 
~Helen Harris Perlman, Social Casework: . A" PI~oblem 
Solving Process (Chicag~" Ill.: Uriiversity of Chicago Press, 
1957), p. 67· . 
.;3Pauline Lide~ It An Experimental Study of Empathic 
Function~Ilg, II Social service. Re.view,. VoL 41, No. 1 (,}lrlarch. 
1967), pp~ 23-30~ . . 
4Allyn Zanger, itA' Study or Fa.ct~rs Rel.ated toO'linical 
Empa.thy, II ·smi-th ·Colle.Be Studies~ Vol.' 38, No .. 2 (Februa.ry 
1968),.' pp. Ilb-132. 
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Empa.thy is a multi-dimensiona.l concept containing affective 
and cognit~ive components.- It· involves the worker's entering 
into the feeling expel-ience of the client B.S it' it were his 
own, so gaining an emotiona.l under"s tanding rich in experi-
entia.l meaning. 110 utilize this awareness, it is then 
necessar'Y to rega.in a cel'tain distance and subject experi~ 
entia.l i'indings to objective a.nd logical scrutiny. The 
process is one of' oscillating between involVed and cieta.ched 
posi tions. This is then used to cOltullUnicate to the client 
the message, hI aIll with you although different from you," 
since it enables the worker to respond in a manner that 
i'i ts the client's mood. tihen empathic undel's tanding is low, 
the worker' may be :more related to his Olfm feelings or needs 
than to those of the client, or he nmy be in touch with 
dynamics in a manner the. t is ramo'lred from the client's 
current feelings and concerns. 
The four conditions~-genuineness, regard, uncondi- ...--' 
tional positive regard, and empathy--are logically inter-
dependent. To be deeply sensi'tive to the experience of the 
client requires that he be accepted and respected, but 
neither the respect nor the sensitivity has any meaning 
unless they are genuine. The uuportance of these conditions 
has received suppox·t in a series of studies in which client 
outcome was positively correla.ted with the level of these 





o~tpatitintsl,2,3 as"wetl as with hospitalized sChizophrenics. 4,5 
The mos~ striking aspect'of:these studies is that not only do 
, 
patients get bette-r'when 'therapeutic conditions are high, but 
they also get, worse when condi tiona are low. For example~ in 
a s,tudy of forty outpatients treated by 'resident psychiatrists 
the findings suggested that the patients re.ceiving high con-
ditions:tanded to show positive change, while patients 
receiving low conditions tended to show negative change. 
'While there was an overall imp'roveme.nt rate of 70%, the 
therapists who provided high levels of conditions produced 
a 90% lluprovement rate, while those who offered relatively 
low levels of conditions produced an improvement rate of 
only 50~. Those with low conditions showed a significantly 
.higher rate of deterloration. 6 
. IG. T. BB.rrett~Lenna.rd, "Dimensions of Therapia t Re-
sponse ,as Causal Factors in Therapeutic 'Change, II Psychological 
Monographs, Vol. 76, whole, No. 561 (1963). 
2Hans H. strupp·, Martin S. Wallach, and Hichae1 'Wogon, 
"Psychotherapy Experience in Retl"ospect: Qu.estionnaire Survey 
of' ForIller Patients and Theil~ Thel"api.sts, ~l P~chological Mon.o-
graphs, : Vol. 78, whole, lio. 588 (1964), p. 588. 
t 3Charles B. Truax, et a1-, tiThers.pist Empathy, 
Genuineness, and 'vlarmth and Therapeutic Outcom.e," Journal o:f 
Consulting Psychology~ Vol.' 30, No • .5 (1966), pp. 395-401-
L~Rogers, Ope cit., "'l'he Findings in Brief, II The 
Tberapeut.ic Re.lationship,' pp. 73-93. . -
'5Ch~rles B. Truax, Robert R,. Carkhuf'.f, and Frank, 
Kodt.'l'lan, "Rel!3-tiop.ship~ Betwe!3n TP.era'pis t-,Or.fered Condi tiona 
and Patient Change in 'Group Psychother'apy, I: Journal of 
·Clinical PsychologJ:, Vol. 2+, 1tJo. 3 (July 1965,), pp. 327-329. 
6 ' Truax, e,t a1., Ope cit., UTherapist, Elilpathy, 
Genuineness, and Warmth and' Therapeutic OutcO!."Tle. ,II . 
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Rogers' sixth and last condition is that the com-
munication to the ciient of the therapist's empathy and 
regard must be to a liminimal tt degree achieved. Since it· is 
the client who is the. focus of therapeutic. influence, it is 
evident that at least on some level the attitudes of the 
therapist must be perceived by the client if they are to 
inf'luence the rela.tionship. 'fhe client's experience ot" the 
worker as well.as the client's contribution to the thera-
peutic process are both v"i tal, and yet Rogers' use 01.' 
"minimal Ii 'i:;ends to vitiate the significance of the client' 8 
role. This empha.sis reflects or perhaps is even responsible 
for the tendency of investigators working in the client-
cen'tered appx-oach to pay more attention to the helper and 
less to the client's influence on the relationship. 
Who Detenuines Level of Relationship? 
Client-centered psychologists ini tia.lly emphasi·zed 
their view that it is the therapist who determines the level 
of conditions. Therapists were viewed as possessing these 
quali ties and ma.intB.ining a 1'8.i1·ly s table level regardless 
of patient dirferences. The evidence was drawn frmn studies 
in·which judges rated the level of conditions offered by 
listening ,to tapes, finding that there was generally gr'ea.ter 
variation be tlr.reell therapia ts than there was between patients 
being seen by the same therapist. While there is some 
evidence to indicate that the therapis·t's attitudes are 
18 
. bi b' .... f' t1: • 1, 2 . respons~: e for t e maJor parI" 0 1e var~ance, recenii 
studies rave tended to emphasi'ze the patient's contribution. 
Perhaps researchers in the client-cen.tered approach, vlhich 
neglects· diagnostic considerations, tended to inteY'pret 
their findings in the light of their own theoretical posi-
tion. T:he relationshj.p between therapist attitudes and. y' 
outcome .accounts '£01" only a portion of the val-iance since 
I 
some patients of therapists who provide higft conditions 
fa.il to get better ap.d sQme patients of' those therapists 
providing low conditions get better. The conclusions in 
these studies wel'e reached on the basis of' general group 
trends a;nd hence neg1.ec ted individual eft'ec ts. 
'or recent, a number of studies have concluded that 
the patient contributes personality or other variables that 
evoke responses from the ·t;herapi·st and so influence the 
level of conditions. In a study intended to demonstrate 
the slluilarity of the therapist's behavior with more than 
one client, Barrington3 ~oncluded that the behaviol"s me·asured 
a.re a function of the dyad and are only "mini,mally,r inf'luenced 
:lCharle.s B. Truax,. "The Sampling Interview: A Method 
of Asses,sment . of' Psychotherapeutic Personality Change, II Brief' 
Re.search ·Report.s, Wisconsin Psychiatric Institute, University 
of· Wisc.dnsin,· Vol. 18, 1962. . 
i2charles B. T.ruax, et al., "Therapis t 's Contribu.tion 
to Accurate Empathy,· Non~Possessive Warmth, and Genuineness' 
in Psychotherapy, II Journal of' ·C·linical Psychology, Vol. 22, 
No·3 (J,u1y 1966), pp. 331·-334., . 
I 
;3Byron L. B~l,?rington,. '.'Pr~dictions From Counselor 
Behaviorr of Client Perception and C~se ~tcome,1I .Jourrial of' 
. Counseling Psychology, Vol. 8, No. 1 (Spring 1961), pp. 37-42. 
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by the therapist's habitual response pattern. In another 
study, three patients were seen by the srune five therapists 
in a.n unusual de.sign which permitted observations to be 
made of patient response to dii'feri"ng therapeutic styles. 
Findings suggest that levels of both therapist and clie~t 
therapeutic behavior may influence outoome. l Roge:i:>s himself,l/ 
in his most I'ecent staterllent, came to ·the following conclusion 
regarding the influences on the therapeutic relationship: 
liThe .therapist's attitudes are clearly important, but the 
patient's characteristics appear to playa definite part in 
elici ting these qua.li ties. High therapeutic conditions seem 
to be a product of' inter'B.ction between the person of the 
therapist and the pel"'scn of his client. 112 
Deapi te d.iscrepancies in points of view regarding ; 
what influences conditions, Rogers' conclusion seems eminently 
logical. The client and worker and their interaction con-
tribute difrering 8.&"D.ounts of val"iance to the therapeutic 
relationship. Both bring to the relationship their experi-
ences, attitudes, and styles of perceiving and relating that 
jointly deter.mine the quality of the relationship and the 
eventual outcome of the helping pro~ess. The behavior of 
ea.ch participant in.fluences the reaction patterns of the 
IFerdinand Van der Veen, "Effects of the Therapist 
and PatieI;1t on Each ,Other's Therapeutic Behavior," Journal 
or Consulting PsycholoSY, Vol. 29, No. I (1965). pp. 19-26. 
2Rogers, "The Findings in Brief, If Ope cit., p. 90. 
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other in the on-going context of a se,ries of transac,tions.' 
Similar findings have' been rep~rted in studies which 
have, an other than client-cen·tiered orienta,tion.· For example,:' 
liitkin,~ in a study that explored the'behavior' of' therapist-
. - . 
patient pairs as influel1ced by oognitive . styles., found that 
. Cor each: of the 'four therapists invol ved the're was more 
interaction with their field-dependent patient·s than with 
I 
their fi~ld-independent patients. indicating that· patient 
variables influence' the behavior of the therapist. The 
effect of interaction between both participants was parti-
cularly evident in the finding that combination of field-
de'pendent therapist with field-dependent patients produced 
the highe:st frequency of interaction and the fastest tempo. 
Lennard and Bernstein, 2 .in a study of patient-therapist 
interaction, report that patient:-thera.pist pairs establish 
interaciion ratio norms early in therapy, from which there 
is little, variation th:roughout the course' of treatme·nt. 
Wide di.frerence·s, in interaction ratios were found to be a 
I 
consequeq.ce. of the characteristics of both pal"ticipantso 
iihese studies 01' specific eff'ects c'la~ity the manner 
in which the contributions of both participants· influence 
l1Herman A. Witkin, Helen Lewis, and Edmund Weil, 
RAf'fec·tiv;e Reactions and Patient-Therapist Interactions 
Among Mor.e Dirf'erentiated and Less' Di.f.fereiltiated P-atients 
Early in :Therapy,· tI . Journal of Nervous' and Mental Disease, 
Vol.· 146,! No. . 3 (Me.rc~ 1968).· pp. 193-208.. . 
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the therapeu~ic relatio~ship as well as the therapeutic 
process. Simila.rly •. the level of thera.peutic c.onditions, 
genuineness,. regard, unconditional positive regard, and 
empathy, are a function of influences jointly detennined by 
the worker-client pair. This leads to the implication that 
t 
workers possessing differing personalit~ chs.racteristics may 
have differential success in forming r-elattonships wi th 
clients possessing varying personality characteristics. 
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CHAPTER II 
RATIONALE A.t'D RESEARCH HYPOTHESES 
In the preceding chapter, the worker-client.relation-
ship., as de.fined in te ImS of the ingredients delineated by 
the client-centered approach, was viewed as the product of 
the interaction of the two parti'cipants with particular 
emphasis. on the significance of the personal characteristics 
of both the worker and the client. The intent of this study 
is to explore the in.fluence of a s pecii'ic personal dimension, 
cognitive styles, on the client's perception at the level 
of the casework r·elatiol1ship.. A discussion of the cognitive 
style dimension tdll r:ollow later in this chapter atter a 
consideration of the importance of the A-B therapist studies 
in understanding the influence of the personalities of the 
participants on the casework relationship. In addition, the 
inf'luence of' cognitive styles on the wOI'ker l s choice of 
treatment pl"oeedures liill be discussed. 
The A-B Studies 
In a series of studies (sUIl'.lina.rized by Betz, 1962')1 
IBarbara v.· Bet·z·, I1Exp.eriences ~n ~esearch 'in Psycho-
therapy .1-1i th Schizophrenic Patients,. 11 Resear.ch in Psycho-
thera.py,. Vol. II, ed.. by' Hans H.' s-trupp' and L·. Lubarsky 
('t-Jashington, D. C.: p..merican Psychologioal Association~ 
1962) • 
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designed to establish what in the patient"'physician relation-
ship makes a di£ference in determining improvement in 
hospitalized schizophrenic patients, Whitehorn and Betzl 
concluded that .the personality ot the physician was the 
crucial variable dif'ferentiating successf'ul (A therapists) 
from unsuccessful (B therapists·) physicians. They f'ound 
that the A t a, who had improvement rates of over 75~ with 
schizophrenic patients as compared to the 27% or less of. 
the B's, were not simply better therapists but were better 
at working with schizophrenics since their improvement ratio 
with non-schizophre.nic patients was about equal to that of 
the B physicians. 
Clear differences vlere found between the two groups 
o£ physicians suggestive or two opposite sets of personal 
characteristics be·lieved to be· the primary variables influ-
encing the pattern of patient outcome .• · A-therapists tend 
to be more active, expressive of feelings, for.m more mutual 
relationships with patients, establish trust, see problems 
in terms of human issues and social interaction, and show 
greater interest in and understan~ing of the other person's 
problems. B-therapists are more distant, being either 
directive in an instructional manner or passively permissive. 
IJobn C. Whitehom· and Barbara V. Betz., IrA Study of 
Psychothera.peutic Relationsh.ips Between Phys;ieians and 
Schizophrenic Patients. It American Journal of Psychiatry, 
Vol. III (November 1954), pp. 321-331, and· "Further Studies 
of the Doctor as a Crucial Variable in the Outcome or 
Treatm.ent with Schizophrenic Patients," American Journal ot' 
PsychiatrL Vol. 117 (September 1960), pp. 215-223-· 
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They tend to focus on diagnostic concerns and pathology 
rather tpan o.n strengths. and coping· mechanisms. It was 
determined that sub·scales on the streng Vecational Int'erest 
Inventory dif'.ferentiate between type A and· type B therapists. 
~ . 
Type A~therapists were found to. have· interests' like those of 
. . 
lawyers ,but not 'like those of mathematics.-pbysicals·cience 
teachers:. B's resemble printers and mathematics-physical 
science ,teachers. Whitehorn and Betz developed' a ten-i tam. 
screen~g device, which was found to pre.dict di.1'ferences in 
therapist types with a hi~~ degree of accuracy. This device 
provided the instrument ~sed to dete'rmine therapist types 
in a large number of studies of the. nature 0.1' the A-B 
variable. 
Further stUdies of the A-B variable have produced 
contradictory results. The dif.1'erential success rates oi' 
therapists with schizophrenic patients is applicable pri-
marily to the mest seriously disturbed patients. Bcth types 
. . 
of therapists. appear to be equally successful in treating 
the lesS seriously disturbed' reactive schizophrenics. 1 In 
cont'rast to. these findil1.gs, the cpposi te ef'fectwas di,o;;cerneci 
in a study cf neurotic patients treated by. psychiat:roists, 
, 
psycholcgists, and 'social worke·rs in an· cut-patient Veterans 
!lBarbara' B. Betz, "Dii'terential Success Rates cf' 
Psychot4erapists W"i th 'P,rcces."s' and r~lolJ. ... process f Schiz.o-
. phrenic :Ps.tients, n American Jcumal of. Psychiatry, Vol. 119 
O·1ay 1963), pp. l090~:i:i09L 
A" .. t t" 1·· 1 am~n1S ra 10n c 1n1C. In this situation, B therapists 
had higher improvement ratios than the A therapists had. 
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They Iflore readily fulfilled the goals 01' the relationship and 
showed greate~ interest in and understanding of ,the patient's 
problems. Differences in settings and patient-therapist 
variables make it difficult to draw direct comparisons among 
these studies. Stated with this oaution, the A-B studies 
tend to suggest that helpers with differing personality 
attributes have differential rates of sucoess when treating 
people exhibiting diff'ering patterns of pathology and differ-
ing personal orientations. The A-B studies indicate that 
A's when paired with withdrawn, sohizoid type patients and 
B's when paired with neurotio patients fom more satisf'ying 
relationships and aohieve higher impr'overllent rates than when 
the pairs are reversed. 
The effioaoy ot: suoh pair'ings have been explored in 
a number of experimental psychotherapy analogue stUdies 
reVie\Oled by Carson. 2 In these studies, students classified 
as A and B types interacted wi th pel'sons--real or fio tional--
lnouglas 11-1. f-icl~air, Donald rlli. Callahan, and }iaurice 
LorI', tlTherapist Type and patient Response to Psychothe'rapy, II 
Journ~l of' Consulting Psychology, Vol. 26, I{o. 5 (1962), 
pp. 425-429. .. 
2Robert c. Cars 011, !fA and B Therapist lTypes': 
A Possible Critical Variable in Psychotherapy," ~ourna1 ot: 
Nervous and l.fenta,l Disease, Vol. 141, N'o. 1 (January 1967) 
pp. 47-54·· 
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who ·exhilbi ted schizoid or neurotic ol~ientations.l . These I 
studies :confirm the· . tendency· of A .and B types to respond 
dii'feren'tially to' persons 'exhi bi ting differing orientations 
although the most effective pairi.ngs remain elusive. lrlhi:le 
in some of the stUdies A's with schizoids and Bts with 
neurotic:s tend more refidily to fulfill the goals of the 
relationship and respond more actively in the l'elationship, 
in othe.~ stUdies the findings are opposite to that antici-
pated with A's in relation to schizoids a..."l.d B's in relation 
to neurotics experiencing grea.ter diBcomf"ort and dif'ficulty 
in the rela tionship. These stUdies a.re based upon artificial 
si tuations using student·s, who were nei.ther patients nor 
therap:i,.sts and consequen·tlY bear little resemblence to the 
actual events of psych.otherapy. It is of intel'est that 
Carson2 reports that· when oniy the stUdies involving extended 
engagements are reviewed, th~s coming closer to the actual 
psychotherapy experience, the results are in the anticipated 
direction. A's with distrul?tful extrapunitives (schizoids) 
and B' s with trusting intrapuni ti ves '(neurotics ) respond 
with greater .,perceived collaboration" activity, and 'efficiency, 
lThese studies differentiated pa.tient-types in 8.C-
cordanc~ .with the Phillips and Rabinovitch system of 8Yluptom 
cla.ssi.r~cation. Three patterns of' symptom classi.fication 
were empirically devi~ed. l-.Self-deprivation and turning 
against,t.he self (ne~rotic). 2-Self-indulgence and turning 
against others. J-Avoidance of others (schizoid). See 
Leslie ~hillips and M. Rabinovi tch, II Social Role and ·Patterns 
of Synlptomatic Behavior, II' Journal oLAbnormal and Social 
PSilchology, Vol. 58, No.' 2 (1958), pp •. 181-186. 
22.£. ill., p. 52. 
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and appear to develop a greater sense that the othel" i8 
behaving flexibly and cooperatively. 
Pollack and Kiev did a studyl. that provides a link 
between the A~B variable and the dimension of cognitive 
style. They hypothesized that a group of physicians with 
vocational intel."est patterns similar to A therapists could 
be di.t'i'erentiated from those with B therapist patterns by 
theil" char'acteristic cognitive styles as defined in the work 
of Her~aan Witkin. 2 In accordance with their predictions, 
they found that B's consistently oriented "themselves in an 
extl"emely field-independent manner', whereas 11' s t'ITere nsi ther 
mal'kedly field-independent nor field-dependent. 'l'hes·e .:t'ind-
ings were replicated in an analysis of a student popUlation 
that found a linear relationship between the A-B variable 
and cognitive style. 3 'l'heae stUdies .suggest that cognitive 
style and associated personality correlates may be an 
important component or the A-B dimension. If' so, the con-
tr·asting approaches of' Type A and Type B therapia ts may be 
viewed, at least in part, as a manif'estation of the differing· 
lINin W. Pollack B.nd Ari Kiev, nSpatial Orientation 
and Psychotherapy: An Experimental Study of' PeI'ception, If 
Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease, Vol. 137, No. 1 
(JanU&17 1963), pp. 93-97. 
2Her.man A. Witkin, et al., fsycholo~ical Differe~­
tiation (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1902). 
31.4. Derek ShOl:1S and Robert C. Carson, "The A-B 
Therapist 'Typer Distinction and Spatial Orientation: 
Replication and Extension, U iC!1!.:rnal of' Nervous and l-1ental 
Disease, Vol. 141, No. 4 (October 1966)., pp. 456 .... 462. 
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t'r~alUes q.f reference that persons with varying cognitive 
I 
sty;l.es ~l'l1ploy in ;interacting with others and with the world 
I 
abou t tliem. 
The Dimension of Cognitive style 
Witkin has dlrferentiated between global and articu-
. . 
lated cognitive styles, and has demonstrated that these 
styles are m.anifested perceptually as field-dependence (FD) 
and field-independence (FI). The perception Of people with 
global cognitive styles (FD) is dominated by the overall 
organization of the field, and there is a relative inability 
to perceive parts of the field as discrete. Conve.rsely, 
for those with a more ar·t.iculated cognitive style (FI), part.s 
of the f:j.eld are.experienced as discrete frQm an 'organized 
ba9kground rather than as fused with it. Using a number of 
instrllt'"r!ents to differentiate people with divergent styles, 
Witkin ha.s found differences between the groups in a v'ariety 
of psychological proc.~sses, including body concept, identity 
i'oz-mation,. def'ense mechanisms, rorms of pathology and inter-
personal relationships .. 
Gardne~, e.~ .al.,,~, 2 have described a similar dimension 
oC differing cognit.ive st.yl.es ~d consequent personality 
lR:j.ley i,'If""! Gardner; Dougla:s N •. Jackson" and Samuel J. 
Messick, If'Personallty' Organization in Cognitive Controls and 
Intellectua'l Abilitie's,-n Psychological tssue§., Vol. 2, No.4, 
whole No. 8 (1960). 
. 2Riley w~ Gardner, et al., "CognItive Control," 
Psychological Issues, Vol.' 1,' No .. 4, whole (19,59'). 
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correlates. Subjects who are FD exhibit the following 
characteristics., They are strongly dominated hy. the overall 
organization of the field~ and parts are experienced as 
fused. rrhey experience themselves globally and have a less 
articulated sense of identity and body image. Lacking a 
coherent and structured sense of self, they are particularly 
dependent upon external cue'S. For exa."llple, they are sensitive 
to faces, since faces are a major source of cues as to what 
othel"S are thinking and feeling. Having a global orientation, 
they character'ist'ically U3e liblotting outlf defenses such as 
denial and repression, tend to forget drea.'ll.SJI and are more 
pl"'one '1;0 shame reactions than they are to g-uilt. \-vhen thel"e 
is pathology, it ·cypica.lly takes the form. of dependencYJI 
severe identity problems, and hysterical reactions. Alco-
holism, ulcers, and obesi,ty are COllll1l0n. From the point of 
view of human relations, they are experienced by others as 
having assets which the extremely FI subjects conspicuously 
lack. They are perceived as, affectionate, tactful, con-
siderate, and particularly attentive to others. lJl2 In 
psychotherapy, they show more transfer reactions of a c11ng-
ing type and seem to prefer mOlte active therapists, actually 
inducing their therapists to respond verbally thre~ times as 
l\-Jitkin, at al., Ope cit., pp .. 1-6. 
2Herman A. Witkin, ttpsychological Dlf'ferentiati'on 
and FOrL1J.S of Pathology; It Journalo:f Abnormal Psychology, 
Vol. 70Jl No • .5 (196,5), pp. 311-336.' 
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much' as ,FI· subjects .,do. l , Since they have a greater ns,ed for 
structure and' are .more' dependent,. it· has been sugge.sted that 
they. find an active and supportive ·treatment relationship 
the most hel~pful. 2 
FI subjects have an articulated cognitive style and 
exhibit ;the f'ollowing characteristics. They perceiv·e parts 
as disc~te· from an organiz'ed background and are able to 
s·tructure their own experience and impose ol'ganizatiol1 on 
the extended field. They have a. highly articulated sense 
of' identity ·and body image. Since they experience themselves 
as highly struc'tur'ed, ,they have a greatel" awareness of their 
own attributes, tending to use their selves a.s a frame of 
reference f'or organizing experiences. T'nus, they tend to be 
independent, self-,absorbrl and less open to external influence. 
They are prone.to use specialized defenses, such as isolation, 
. detachment" and intellectualization. 'L-Ihen there is pathology. 
if' o .. fte.n: takes a form in which there is a struggle to maintain 
the core of identity they possess.. Typical are obsessive-
compulsive neurose.s" paranoia, and extremes of. wi thdrawal and 
grandiosity •. In in.terpersonal relationships" they tend to be 
le,ss involved; coldel', and intellectualized. Their capacity 
for··dis,tancing and self...,observation leads to a pre:rerence 
lWitkin~ Lewis I! and. Weil~ .. op. 01 t. ,. pp. 193':'208. 
~stephen ~. Karp, ,Be~jamin Kis$i~, and Fra~ E.. 
Hustmyer~ "Fj,eld Depen~ence: .as a ,;Predictor ot Alcoholic 
T'nerapy Dropouts," Journal .01' Nervous and Mental Dise;aiu9,. 
VoL 150" No •.. l· (~ariuary .. 1970),. pp~ 7.1-83.. . . 
--~---------------------------------
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for tl"'eatment which enables them to structure their mID 
experience via self-exploration and introspection. l FurtneI', 
their' Inore circumspect approach involves a graa'ter f'iltering 
of what the therapist says in terms of their own tram.e of 
reference, creating a slol'lfer l"ate of exchange and longer 
intervals between the comments of therapists and clients. 2 
Witkin has suggested that cognitive styles and per-
ceptual orientations are tapping a broader' underlying dimension 
of' personality functioning which is manifested in the cognitive 
and perceptual spheres. He has postulated that the underlying 
dimension is extent of psychological differentiation. 3 In-
psychological sya telTill, -an initial global, undiff·6I>entia.ted 
state is gradually superceded by greater co~plexity as well 
as by specii"'ici ty _ of' i'unctioning. With increasing dii'fer-
entiation, specific reactions are apt to occur in response 
to specific stimuli. As 8. consequence" parts of the per-
ceptual f'ield are increasingly experienced as discrete rather 
than as fused with the background. OUt of the initial 
undi.fferentiated state, drives and psychic structures emerge, 
providing for the binding of energy and the channeling of 
more or less discrete .feelings a.nd needs. Another aspect of 
lstephen A.- Ka.rp, Benjal:uin Kissin, and Frank E~ 
Hus-tmye;r-, "Field Dependence as a Predictor of Alcoholic 
Therapy Dropouts," Journal of Nervous and Mental Disea.se, 
Vol. 150" Ne. 1 - (J'anuary- 1970)" pp. 81-82~, ' 
2Witkin, Lewis, and Weil, Ope cit., p. 203. 
3Wi.tkin, at al •• Ope cit., pp. 7-23. 
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differentiation is the separation-individuation process, 
'Vrherein' an ·initial global state of'. fusion betwee·n the mother 
! 
and ini'ant is gradually replaced by the 'inrant' s gl""Owing 
at'ITareness or· its own ego boundaries and sens,e ot.' seli'. Thus, 
in diverse areas oi' psychological i'unctioning, experiences 
become increasingly articulated and di.screte as development 
proceeds. Using ~his frame of reference, the dimension of 
cognitive styles is viewed ·as one manifestation of psycho-
logical differentiation, with development proceeding from an 
initial ,global state to a relatively greater articulation 
of diverse as'pects of' psychological functioning. 
ltJhile articulated . functioning implies greater C01l1-
plexity a..'rJ.d a 'highe'r level of development of' spe.cificity,. 
quali ties whi'ch aI"e genel"ally valued, suc·h .f.unctioning has 
been found to be unrelated to adequacy of adjustment. Adjust-
ment is viewed as a' produc.t of the ef'f'ectiv:eness of' integration. 
Adequate adjustments may occur at· varying levels of' differ-
entiation. Thus, level of dif'f'erentiation is not rela·ted to 
extent of' pathology'.' Pathology may be pres'ent at any level 
of dif'fepentiati·oh, . but the f'om p.athology takes is con-
sistent with the individual's cognitive and perceptual style. 
As noted~ earlier,. individuals with global. cognitiv~ styles 
exhibi t gr9·ss re·actiohs,. such as hysterical neuroses, hebe-
phrenic schizophrenia, or all-encompassing de:press:ion. 
Individuals with articulated cognitive styles exhibit 
specii'ic reac.ti'ons·,. such as obse'ssive-.compulsive neuroses, 
JJ 
pal'anoid schizophrenia or depression associated with gr·es.'ter 
specifici·ty of concern~ 1 According to thisscherne, similar 
cognitive styles may characterize different individuals' 
orientations towards sel:tand others regardless of the 
presence or absence ot: pathology. such an aI:i'proa.ch is parti-
cuiarly useful in viewing the quality of the relationship as 
the product of the dyadic interaction between worker-client 
pairs. Workers and clients may be compared on a single 
dimension regardless of differences in effecbiveness of 
func tioning. 
Implications Derived fr,om Reviet..r of the A-B Studies 
___ .;;:a.::;;;n:.;:;::d~t;;;:;he' Dimension of Cognitive St~le 
The dimension of psychological differentiation links 
cognitive styles to the developmental continuum, lrlith analytic 
functioning implying a higher level of development than global 
functioning rega.rdless of the presence or absence or pathology 
associated with effectiveness of integration. As noted 
earlier, type B therapists have be.en found to be highly 
:tield-independent whereas type A I S are neither highly rield-
independent nor ['ield-dependent. Sho\vs2 reports a study by 
Bryant3 which demonstrates that process schizbphrenics are 
IGeorge Krupp, "The Two Depl"essions" (Unpublished 
miIilSo., New York: 'Downstate Medical Center, 1967). 
2W. Derek Shows, npsychological Dir.ferentiation and 
the A-B Dimension: A Dyadic Interaction HYPo,thesis ff (Un-
published Ph.D. dissertation, Duke University, 1967). 
3A. K. p. Bryant, "An Investigation of Process'-Heactive 
Schizophrenia with Relation to Perception or" Visual Space" 
(Unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, Unive,rsity or' utah, 1961). 
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field-d~pendent, while reactive schizophrenics are more field-
independent. Shows notes that. Zigler arid Phillips have shown 
I 
that re~ctive schizophrenics tend to be characterized by the· 
pattern iOl~ sel:C-deprivation, turning against self (also 
i 
associa.~ed 'tiith. neurotics) whereas process schizophrenics 
f 
fall into the other two c~tegories--self-indulgence and turn-
I 
ing against others, and avoidance ·of others (this is based 
on the Phillips-Rabinovitch system of classification). B'l"om 
the Lt· findings, Zigler and Phillips have suggested that the 
-process-reactive distinction is reducible to a social maturity 
dimension,. which, in turn, is applicable to all of psycho-
pathology rather than to schizophrenia alone. 1 This emphasis 
upon developmental maturity parallels the emphasis of the 
dimension of psychological differentiation B.nd suggests that 
cognitive style and its associated persons.li ty correlates 
may be ~ basic component of both the A-B dimension and the 
Phillips-Rabinovitch" system of c.lassii'ication. 
The evidence suggests· that helpe·r-client· pa.irs having 
relatively simila.r cogn.itive styles are able "lio communicate 
more eff:ectively and :Corm more positive relationsh~ps than 
helper-c,lient pairs with marked.!y dissimilar orientat-ions·. 
This fol;lows from prior s tudie s which indic.a te tha t t·ype A 
therapis:ts when pa.il~ed with process-schizophrenics (both o:f 
:lEdward 'Zigler and Les'lie Phillips,. ·uSocial C.ompetence 
and the :Process-Reac.tive ·Di~stinction in Psych:otherapy, n .. 
Journalo:C Abn0-tma'l. and Social. fsychology,. Vol.· 65. No.4. 
(1962), pp. 215-222 .. 
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W'hom have been found to be relatively field-·depend·ent), and 
a.nd type B ·t;herapis ts irJ'hen paired with neurotics (both of 
whom appear ·to be rela.tively more .rield-independent) mOl'>9 
re~dily fulfill the goals of the .relationship, form more 
mutual relationships, and show greater interest in and under-
standing of the othel' person's problems. Shows also deduced 
a similar hypothesis which he tested in all experiIlle:ntal 
situation in which eighty undergraduate students selected by 
scores on the A-B dimension B.lld the cognitive style dimension 
intera.cted in combina.tions of similar and dissimilar dyads. 1 
The basic conceptus.l notion 01' greater effectiveness of 
communica tion and ease in relating among dyads with simils.r 
cognitive styles received some degree o.r support from the 
findings. Similarity in cognitive styles was associated with 
greater ease in talking, more interest in sytllptomatology, 
increased interpersonal s.ttractiveness and more mutual under-
standing. In a comprehensive examination of the relationship 
between the A-B variable and cognitive style, Silver.man2 
develops a composite description or the A and B therapists 
that provides support for a similarity hypothesis as well 
as s.n enhanced unders tanding oi' the manner in which perceptual 
orienta'tions in.fluence therapeutic ei'fectt","eness. 
1 . Shows, Ope cit., "Psychological Diffe·rentiation and 
the A-B Dimension: . A Dyadic Interaction Hypothesis," pp. 109-
116. 
2 Jull"an SilverIl1an, f1Persone.li ty ·Tra.itis and .Perceptual 
Studies of Schizophrenic Patients, Journal of Nervous ftnd 
. l~ental D:i;~ .. ~!!§.!h Vol. 145, No. 1 (January 1961), p. 12. 
I 
1 
• • '. A and B psychotherapists perceive various asp~cts, of their physical and social lrlorlds dif'i'er-
entl~y. They also pe!~ceive their patients diftel~­
ently. The A type, who is more successful in 
establish.ing a trusting relatio,nship with his 
schi,zophrenic patient, .is responsive to more 
stimulus at,tributes of the perceptual field' 
, inc l4d1ng' incidental' social behavior cues. ' He is 
more'receptive to the effects o£ seemingly irrele-
vant: stinn;llation, and to 'changes in the organization 
of the perceptual field. He is also More caps,ble 
of r~laxing his' orientation to reality and respond-
ing to hunches and intuition. The A thera,plat is" 
thus~ more accepting of the Ifrealness" of the 
sc~izophrenic' patient's perceived unreality, his 
n spread ot' meaning," his depersons,lization experi-
ences and his awe and terror. Overall, the 
perceptua,l responses of the A-type thera.pist s.re 
more similar to those of the schizophrenic 'patient 
than are those of the B-type, therapist. The 
dominant perceptual tendency of the B theltapist 
is to' counteract stimulus effects which interfere 
with articulated" re,ality-:attuned cognitive 
activity. ~roblem-solving attempts ar-e empirically 
orien~ed rather' than intui tively oriented. • . . 
The more fOl~al, disciplined relationships 
of B-type therapists with their pa.tients is 
sensible from a practical, goal-4irected point of 
view. Therefore, it is little wonder that B 
ther~pists, are rnore successful with neul'otic than 
with schizophrenic patients. With schizophrenic 
patients, rational thel'apeuti'c interventions may 
sppear to the pa.tient a,s lack of empathy. B 
therfi,pists usually communicate better with 
neurQtic patients, since they share with these 
patients similar perceptions of reality and un-
reality .. Understanding a.nother ·person depends to 
a signii'icant degree on perceiving the \-iorld from 
a similar frame of reference. 
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The evidence suggests that similarities and di~fer­
ences in !the cognitive styles of worker-client dys,ds should 
influence: the quality of ~he therapeutic relationship,. '(oen 
field-~nd,ependent workers are. paired with field-independent 
clients and when 'field-d.ependent workers aI'e paired \..rith 
tield-dependent clients there should be greater ease and 
satisfaction with the relationship than when the pairings 
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are <iissir'llilar. When sfmilal', it should" be easier for' the 
worker' to enter into the experience of the client and erapa-
thize with him. Greatel~ ease 1.'II"i11, on the one side, 
facilitate the worker's understanding of the client and 011 
the other, will enhance the clientts perception of the 
worker's communications. Ease in relating should lower 
defensiveness on the part of both participants and thus 
make for a higher level of genuineness and congruence. In 
addition, there will be an increase in the clientfs percep-
tion of the worker as being SO!lleone who likes, cares for, 
and has regard for him. 
Cogni ti va Style and l!lorker Choic"e of 
Treatment 'llechnioues 
-------------~-"-----
The major portion of this study deals with the influ-
ence 01' a particular" personal variable, cogni tive style, on 
the client's perception of' the relationship. This portion 
will examine the "V!Tor'ker t s choice of treatment procedures and 
methods l as a .function of worker-cli~nt cognitive styles. 
As Reid and Mul1en2 have shown in their analyses of 
treatment interviews conducted by exper-ianced caseworkers, 
. 
lOasework classit.~ications or procedures and treatment 
methods a.re discussed by Hollis, Caseliork, Ope cit., pp. 50-
100. 
2Reid, OPe cit;., pp. 15-16. Mullen, 0E. cit., fiDif-
i'erences in "liorker Style in Oasework, II pp. 350-351. 
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the rule,s of correspondence between diagnos~ic variables 
i 
and the :applicati~n of tr~atme~t procedures are weak. While 
dis.gnostic considerations do a.ccount :for a portion of the 
va.rianoe. in use of treatment procedures, they found that the 
greatest; soul"ce of' variation was "!ihe personal style of the 
worke·r. Workers seemed to r.ely on the use of ps.rticule.r 
procedures regardless of diagnostic considers.tiona. While 
there a~e variations within ca·ses carried by s. single 
worker, :the gre·atest variation occurred between wOl""lcers. 
For e~ample, }IIIullen fo.und tha.t 70% of one worker:' s comments 
were exploratory-descriptive-ventilative,· whe.reas communi-· 
cationsor this type by five other workers ranged from 32fo 
; 
to 45%. : In contrast to the above, Goldme1er,.l using B 
simulated interview situation, obtained results to support 
his hypothesis that professional education minimizes the 
effect or the personality ·attributes of the worker on his 
decisions about the treatment process. 
Since the relationship between diagnosis and treat-
ment is colored by concepts of h~an behavior. considered to 
be pertinent to explanations of problems in functioning, it 
I . . 
follows :that the accuracy of the process d~pends upon in-
cluding as many relevant vari.ables as possible. Since social 
workers are almost totally unfa.miti~r··i'lith the· concept of 
IJohn Goldmeier, "A Study of Select.ed Pex'sonali ty 
Attributes and Treatment Preferences of Caseworkers and 
Casework· studentsi. n · ~ocial Service Review, Vol. 42, I~o. 2 
(June 1968), pp. 232-240.· 
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c05Uitive styles, it caD. be assumed that the· cognitive style 
dimension is not a part of the diagnGstic process. Yet, 
the evidence suggests that cog~i ti ve o·r·ientation has a sig-. 
nific~~t influence on the way in which a person uses ·~e 
therapeutic situation. Examples of this are discussed 
earlier in the text on pages 29-)1. 
The possibility exists that despite the fact that 
assessment or co.gnitive style is not included in the psycho-
social diagnosis., it may be an underlying dimellsion which is 
considered in terms of its behavioral manifestations. . For 
example, such variables as identity f'ormation, defense 
mechanisms and styles of relating. all associated with 
cognitive styles, are generally considered in making an 
assessment. This assumption is given support by a study 
of' alcoholics done by Karpl which found that alcoholic 
patients selected for insight psychotherapy were signifi-
cantly lUore field-independ.ent than those not selected and 
also were signif'icantly more field-independent than those 
selected tor d~ug therapy_ In addition, psychotherapy drop-
outs were more i'ield-dependent than remainers whel"eas dr'Ug 
therapy dropouts a.nd rem.a.iners were not significantly 
different. As with the social caseworkers i.ncluded in this 
current study, neither the persons who did the intake nor 
the persons doing treatment were more than casually acquainted 
with the concept. 
lKarp, et al., op. cit. 
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Research ·HY12othe:ses 
pased upon the· above conclusions, the followlng hypo-
theses w11l· be tested: 
i. Cong~ent worker~client cognitive styles will be 
positively a.ssoci·e:ted with the client's perception of the 
levels or relationship conditions provided by the worker. 
When worker-client cognitive style·s are congruent, the client 
will ·perceive the ·worke:t.~ as offering relatively hi·gher levels 
of relationship.conditions than when worker-cli-ent cognitive 
styles al"e incongruent;. 
2. Since leve·l of .concti tiona is assum~d to be a 
product of ·lihe interac·tiol1 bettl1e~n worker-client cogni tive 
styles,· worker cognitive styles or client cognitive styles, 
when considered alone, will not .influence the client's per-
ception of the level.s of therapeutic conditions. 
J. Ther·s will be a signii'icant dit1'erehce between 
the choice 01' tl"eatment IIle thods employed by casewol""'kers 
when trea·ting clIents having differing cognitive styles, 
regardless 01' differences ·in worker styles. tihen field-
dependen·t client~s al""'e seen, workers will place relatively 
I 
, 
greater ~mphasis on the. use of' suppoI·tive procedu~es. 1f~'hen 
field-independent clients aloe seen, workers will Pface a 





The emp..h.asis of this study is on relationship condi-
tions provided by the worker and in turn perceived by the 
client. The use of the client's perception of conditions, 
as opposed to that of the ratings of judges and workers, is 
based upon the assumption that the client's view of the 
worker is a measur'e of interaction between the two partici-
pants. Given a reasonably intact client, one who has the 
ability accul"'ately to per'ceive and to report, his report 
should take into consider-stion characteristics of the worker 
as he really is and as he is colored by the client's subjec-
tive experience. The client's pel"ceptions may thus be viewed 
as the l"esul t of the interaction, of his own personality 
cha.racteristics and attributes that the worker manifes'ts in 
r-elation to him. The clien't' s pel"'ception is of particular 
significance since his experience of the worker may be the 
,-
primal"Y locus of therapeutic inf'luence. It is what the 
client himself experiences that affects him most directly, 
and in tUrn in.fluences the nature of the thel"'a.peutic experi-
ence, rega.rd.less of the accuracy or inaccuracy of his 
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perceptipns. As Rogers 1 has noted, "Unless SOlue cOril111unica-
tion of ~hese [the wOl">ker's] attitudes has been achieved, I 
then sucp attitudes do not exist in the relationship as far 
as the client. is concerned, and the therapeutic process 
could not ••• be initiated. II 
In this study, client perception of the relationship 
will be assessed by the use of a questionnaire that a.sks the 
client to note how he actually experiences the worker. Al-
though i,t is I'ecognized that the client's conscious report 
represents only a portion of his tota.l experience, the focus 
on this component of the experience is consistent with the 
conceptual orients.tion ot:' this study, emphasizing the I>ealis-
tic aspects of the workel'>-client rela.tionship. Regardless of 
distor·tions based upon tr'ansference reactions and other un-
·realistic expectations, if the client is to remain in the 
relatio~~hip and continue to work towards constructive change, 
it is assumed, he must have some conscious awareness of the 
wor'ker as a person who respec ts him, cares for him, under-
stands him, and is honest with h~. 
['here are a vaI~iety of stUdies supporting the validity 
I 
of client peI"cep·tion as a measure of thera.peutic process. 
Lorr2 demonstrated that the patient's perception of the 
~Maurice LOl."r, 11 Client Perce ptions of Therapis ts: 
A Study of' the Thera.peutic. Relationship, It Journal of Consult-
in~ychology, Vol. 29, No. 2 (1965), pp. 146-149. 
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theI'a.pis t' sunders tanding and acceptance is significantly 
related to selr-improvement anq the therapist's assessment 
of client satisfaction. A number of' s·tudies show a clear 
a.ssociation. between clien·t peI'caption of therapeutic condi-
tions a.nd outcorrle. I ,2,3 Felte14 reported that; patients' 
ratings of conditions were moz'e highly related ,to outcome 
than were the measures provided by either judges or' ·thera-
piats. In genera.l, though, the :most comm.on finding in these 
studies of client perceptio!=l and outcome is that client 
perceptions are betteI" predictors of outcome and correla'iie 
·more highly with judges t r'atings than with the predictions 
of' therapists. 
Ins truments 
Barr~~t-Le~a~~ RelationshiQ Inventorl 
AII.of the stUdies mentioned above are alike in their 
use of questionnaires to evaluate the client's perception of 
the therapeutic relat;ionship. The use of paper-end-pencil 
IBarrett-Lennard, Ope cit. 
2strupp, Wallach, 'W'orgin, Ope cit. 
3Charles B. Truax, et al·., "Client Percept~on of 
¥herapist Empathy, War.mth, and Genuineness and 'r.berapeutic 
Outcome in Group Counseling with Juvenile Delinquents" 
(Unpublished manuscript, Arkansas Rehabilitation Research 
a.nd Training Center~ University of Arks.nsas, 1966). 
4Barbara Feitel, ~'Feeling Understood as a function 
of B. Va.riety of Therapist Behaviors" (Unpublished Ph.D. 
dissertation~ Teachers College, Columbia. tlniversi ty~ 1968). 
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Questionnaires is the traditional method in client-centered 
- I 
studies·. The instrWllent used in this study is all especially 
modified version of the Barrett-Lennard Relationship Inventory. 
Barre~t-Lennard's original inventory was revise4 by 
him and in its final fOr'Jl· it contained sixty-1"'our items. It 
provid.es four subscox'es: level of regard~ empathic under-
standing, unconditiona.lity of' rega.rd, and genuineness, a.s 
tve·ll as a total score. The items contained in the question-
naire· were derived by Barrett-Lennard from interaction 
between the theory and the operational expression of client-
centered conditions. 1 The InventoI~Y emphasizes the client's 
fee·ling about his helper" s response· to him, rather than his 
objective obsel·vations. There are three positive and three 
negative response categories, a.s follows: "I .feel it is 
proba.bly true" (or "untrue fl ); "I feel it is true" (or "not 
true"); and 111 strongly feel that it is true tt (or "not true"). 
For the purposes of this study a z'evision was made 
of the Barrett-·Lennard Inventory follolrling· a. pilot study in 
which it was observed that subjects found a. number of items 
to be either ambiguous or confusing. Also, a number of 
i tams t-lere eliminated because of' redundancy. Items which 
were found def'icientwere reviewed by two judges, mental 
health ~rof'essionals, and cO~8ensus· was reached on which 
. . 
items were to be ellm~nate~ or retained •. The final form 
used in ~ this study conta.ins .forty items, hs.lf' negs. ti ve and 
IBarrett~Lennard, Ope cit~, pp. 6-7. 
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half pasi ti va evaluations of the wer'kar, each rated by the 
client on a six-point scale of' from plus to. minus-3. T'ne 
final score is derived from reversing. the sign of the client I s 
answers to th~ negative items, yielding subscores from 
plus-30 to minus-30, and a total score with a possible range 
of plus-120 to minus-120. 
Relia.bili ty--On a sample of forty undergraduate 
students, who reported the perceived response of their 
parents, Ba.r·rett-Lennar-d obtained test-.retest correlations' 
tor a two-to-six-week period of .86 to .92 for subscores 
and .92 for the tota.l score. l Hills and .Zytowski obtained 
correlations I~anging from .80 to .86 on the subscores Jl using 
a sample of seventy-nine undergraduate women students who 
gave responses :r>egard:i.ng their- relationships with theil' 
mothers twice during a three-week interval. 
Validi ty--Bar'rett-Lennard states that the process 
by which the relationship inventory was developed seems to 
ensure that it could be regarded as either- posi ti ve or nega-
tive expressions of' the v"ariables it was designed to 
represent. Items were carefully selected as representing 
the operational expression of client-centered theory. On 
the original form, .a fOI'lUal content validation procedure was 
perro~ed. For.mal directions and definitions were given to 
IG. T. Bal"rett-Lemlard; "Technical Note on the 64-
Item Revision of' the Relationship Inventory" (Unpublished 
mimeo •• UniveI'sity of Waterloo, December 1969). All refer-
ences in the text to validity and reliability of this 
instrument ar~ derived f'rom this mimeo. 
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tive judges, who were, allcl~ent-centered c'ounselors. The 
, ' , 
judges classiCied each item as ei,ther a pO$.i ti,veor negati.ve 
indicator' 'ot the variable" in' question.. Neutral ratings were 
given to any item' r~garded: irre·l,evant or ambiguous, and ~uch 
items were eliDiinated. Direct criterlon':based checks have 
, , . 
not been possible due to the absence ot alternative, estab-
lished measures of theora·tic,ally equivalent dimensions. The 
posj,tive findings reported in research s·tudies support the, 
unde,rlying theory~ AS.o,f December 1969, ~he Inventory was 
used in seventy-two studies. Pos'itive correlations have 
been reported between Relationship Inventory scores and 
such :~ariables as judges' ratings and patient outcome. Re-
garding the correl~tions be~ween the Inventor,y and other 
measures, ft ,is important to l;>ear in mind that the varying 
perspecti ves would not coincide since each is a reflecti.on 
ot a different frame of reference. 
It was n'ot possible 'to evaluate tormally the reliabil-
i ty and validity of, the moditi·ed version of the Inventory used 
for this study. However, since 'no new ftems 'were added and 
only those 'items ,judged to be confusing, ambiguous, or redun-
dant were eliminated, .it is ,assumed that the revised Inventory 
is at leas:t as reliable and as valid as Barrett-Lennard' s own 
Embedded Figures" Test 
Cognitive styles will be assessed by scores on the 
Embedded F-igures' Test and the Sophistication of Body-Concept 
I 
Scale for :the Evaluation of Figure Drawings. 
The Embedded Figures Test provides a measure of the 
extent to t'll'hich percept.ion is influenced by tbe context in 
tihich an i'cam occurs. The Group FOrlul used in this study 
requires tha.t the subject identil"y and penci.l in a simple 
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figure em.bedded in a complex design. The score is the nUIllbel'" 
of items correctly identified in two five-minute time periods. 
There is a possible score of from 0 to 18. Field-independent 
subJects, he.ving an analytic or.ientation, are able to isolate 
the components and disembed the figures. Field-dependent 
subjects, having a. globa.l orientation, experience the figures 
as fused with their backgrounds and are unable to disembed 
them.. In this study, the group form was adapted for indivi-
dual administration. The individual forrri requires a 
lengthier and more complicated administrative procedure than 
was f'eas·ible for this study. The use of the group form for 
this study was recommended by Philip K. Oltu~n, an associate 
of Herman Witkin, who has specialized in designing instru-
ments to assess· cognitive style. He expressed the opinion 
that individual administration of the test should enhance 
its validity and reliability. The Group Form is closely 
modeled on the indiv.idual form with respect to mode of 
presentation and' f'ormat.· A split-half r-eliability of .82 
was reported on a sample of 97 females. A correlation of 
.82 for male undergraduates and .6) for females is reported 
l'll'ith the individual t'orm or the Embedded Figures Test. 
lThis test was developed by Philip K. Oltman, Evelyn 
Raskin, and Herman A. Wi·tkin. tiThe Group Finbedded Figures Test 
P.1anual" (Palo· Alto', California: Consulting Psychologists 
Press. 1971). 
i 
The Sophistication.of Body-Concept Scale Cor the 
E'valuatibn of' FigUre· Drawings 
I 
I . 




embedded; figure in a ,complex deSign also has di.fficulty per-
ceiving his body as separate from a .field.· Articu·lated. 
experience 'is' expressed in 'the 'person's impr'essions of his 
body as well as in his impressions' of a field. l Persons 
wi th an -analytical t'ield a.pproach tend to have a.n a.rticula ted 
body concept.-
.'rlhose lfihose drawings reflect '8. relatively unarticu-
lated body concept a.re likely to have a. global a.pproach. 
The· scale used in this study is taken from a manual which 
a.1so cont·a.ins saIlipla drawings, a list of' ratings assigned-
each drawing, and some' 'comments on the basis of the ratings. 2 
Drawings ·are rated from a la·Ttl of' I (field-dependent) to 'a 
high O'C V (.field-independent.) on the ba.sis· oC three dimen-
sions: level· of' fonn, level of identity and sexual difteren-
tiation. and level of detailing. 
Reliability and Validity--Reliability is reported on 
drawings of 49 schizophrenics and 49 non-schizophrenics rated 
by two judges independent. of' each other, who had an agreement 
of .79. On ·16· male college. stUdents rated inde'pendently by 
IWitkin. at a1., Ope c:tt~, pp. 115-133. 
~ltsophis.1acatioil of Body-:Concept Scale for ~aluation 
of Figure .Dra.wings" (Unpublished mimeo., New York: . Downstate 
l'rledical Center, Psychology .Lab, Decemb~r 1965)! This docu-
ment· .is .. expanded frOm the ac·count given in the above reference. 
. I 
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four judges who were psychiatrists w1thou~ extensive experi-
ence with projective use of figure drawings, correlations 
of •. 8), .87, .88, .•. 91, aQ.d .92 are reported between each 
pair of judges.- Test-retest· reliability was obtained from 
a group of 24 male college students at age 21, and again at 
age 24. Ratings of two sets of drawings c.orrelate:d .86. A 
correlation ot .97 was obtained bya group of 40 schizo-
phrenic patients who underwent four hours of sensory depri-
vation between test and retest. For a group of ~O non-
psychotic patients submitted to the same procedures, test-
retest correlation was ,93. 1 
Discussion of Selection of Instruments to Evaluate Cognitive Style 
The decision to use two measures was based on the 
following rational. In general, correlations reported amongst 
instruments used to determine extent of Field-dependence are 
only .moderate.. For example, the correla.tion for a sample 
of college women between the Group Embedded Figures Test 
and the evaluation of figure drawings is .57. Since this cor-
relation only accounts for approximately 30% ot the variance, 
while the two tests measure some common property, each is 
als.o tapping something not included in the other. As a con-
. 
sequence, a number ot studies report significant findings 
using one or other ot the instruments but do not get signi-
ficance with an alternative measure. 2 The rod and frame 
lIbid. 
2For example, Shows and Carson, Ope cit., reported 
that while the Rod and Frame Test differentiated between A 
and B therapists, the Embedded Figures Test did not. 
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, 
test app~ars to be the ~ost d~re~t measure.· tbe one least 
influe~;ed by. distrac ti9ns from the basic task of 4isem~edd.ing 
an object from. i.ts cont;ext. . U~rortunately. the rod and 
rrame is a cumb.ersome.device and it was not feasible to u~e 
it since it would hav.e been impo~sible to lug it about to the 
five paxrticipating. ramily. agency orric.es. ~ecognizing the 
limitations ot·the other available instruments, the deci~ion 
was made t.o use two in order to increase the· power of the 
accuracy of the independent variable. '. Following the rod and 
frame test. the Group Embedded Figures Test was the first 
choice as the form of the t.est and process ot administration 
is fairly simple. standardized, and provides a relatively 
broad and continuous scale. In addition. the evaluation of 
rigure drawings te.st was also included. but with some reluc-
tance. Its limited scale of from one t·o five makes it 
di.f.ficult to evaluate subtle differences. The assessment 
of the drawings by judges involves relatively subjective 
judgments on the basis of only two items per subject. 
Classification o£..Casework Method 
; An instrl,Ul18nt for rating casework methods and tech-
niques was derived .from Reid and Shyne's version ot the 
Communi ty Servic-e . Society system •. l . The ess system dichoto-
mizes :methods on. the basis or the type. of change in the 
i 
lWilliam J. Reid and Ann W. Shyne, Brie·f and Extended 
Casework (New York: Columbia University Press. 1969·) • 
. pp. 69-14· 
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olient that is antioipated a$ a result of treatment. The 
tt sup po:rt i ve" method uses a oonstellation or techniques 
intended to help the client improve his functioning within 
the rramework· or' established ego mechanisms of defense .• 
The "modifyingn treatment method uses a constellation or 
teohniques intended to help the client improve his fUnction-
ing· through the modi1'ication at selected ego mechanisms or 
de1'ense. Both me thods subsume a range of techniques in 
common, such as reassurance and advioe. The major .faotor 
dif1'erentiating the two is the predominant use o.f olari1'i-
cation in the modifying method and the relative absence 
o.f the use or this te.chnique in the supportive method. 
Hollisl has pointed out that the dichotomy in ter.ms of 
goals is somewhat artificial since modificatlons in ego 
de1'enses oocur when supportive techniques are used as well 
as when modifying techniques are used. 
For the purposes of this study, no assumptions are 
being made in regard to treatment goals, and the di.1'rerenoe 
between the two methods is viewed strictly as a convenient 
way of classifying the means used in treatment.· In one 
cluster of techniques, "modifying," the emphasis is on a 
number of techniques that roster change through increased 
sel.f-awareness. In the other cluste.r ot techniques, 
f!supportive,ft the emphasis is on a number of techniques 
that toster improved functioning without a deliberate at-
tempt to improve client sel.f-awareness. With this perspective, 
IHollis, Ope cit., pp. 55-63-
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seven t~chniques were selected fram the Reid-Shyne version 
I 
oC'· the CSS· sys tam and clusters were· identlf'ied as· modl.fying 
I 
or ' .. su·ppqrt-i ve. Late'r. one of' the ini.tial seven •. logic al 
afscussion, was deleted as it was already-subsumed under 
~1enhancing understanding ot current interp.ersonal responses. n 
The final .scheme is listed below: 
.... 
. Sel.f-Awarene·ss 




Techniques in which 
change i's not associated 
wi th an increase in 
self'-awareness 
Encouragement of seli'-examination 
to eDbance unders.tanding or' 
current interpersonal res:ponses. 
Encouragemen;t of' self'-examina"tion 
to enhance unders tanding. of' 
current intrapsychic dynamics. 
Encou'ragement of self-examination 
to enhance unders tanding of 
developmental origins of' patterns 
of respOIl;S·e .. 
Reas.surance 
Advic'e and gtlidance 
Ventilation 
In selecting the above techniques', a number of' the 
items included in the Reid-Shyne system were eliminated. 
Since th~i"r' clas,sification was designed for a content analysis. 
'01' tapes:, it was essential to have categories that covered all 
of the possible worker interventions. In this study, classi-
f'ication! will be based on worker judgments of the techniques 
perceived as being most significant in achieving casework 
goals w-ith each client. Consequently, only those categories 
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that are directly related to the worker's efforts to change 
the client were included. Techniques such as exploration, 
structuring, and confrontation were eliminated since these 
were viewed as setting the sta.ge for the use of other 
techniques rather than as being ends in themselves. l 
For each client, workers will receive a list of the 
techniques listed above. They will .rate the relative im-
portance of each technique in achieving casework goals with 
the client. This will be done by numbering the techniques 
trom one to six. The technique which is most important is 
to be numbered 1, the next 2, then 3, and so on through 9-
This procedure forces workers to make choic·es on a continuum. 
Classification according to treatment method will .be deter-
mined by the single technique considered to be most 
important. When the primary technique is one in which 
change is not associated with an increase in self-awareness, 
then the ease will be classified "supportive. " When the 
primary technique is one in which change is fostered through 
increased self-awareness, then the case will be classified 
"selr-awarene·ss. " 
The rational for using the primary technique as the 
lA discussion ot the ditference·s between change 
oriented and other techniques is included in the Reid-Shyne 
study, Ope cit. ~ pp. 72-73. A desc.ription ot each ot the 
categories is given in Appendix C. 
basis fOil" classi1'ication is as tollows •. In wOl~king with 
; 
any sing:le client. the wor-ker' will utilize a blend or mix 
of techniques. The techniques included in this blend al'e 
a function of' a number of vS.riables.such as diagnostic 
conside.~ations and the style of the worker. Regardless of 
·the cri;t:eria t.or selecti"ng technique's, the mix o'f techniques 
varies from. case· to case on a continuum ot' suppol .. tive and 
modifying appr·oaches. By forcing. worke·rs to rate the' relative 
importance of techniques. a'measure of the significance they 
attribute to each technique in a p~rticular case ~s obtained. 
The significance attributed to the primary technique is 
viewed as' setting the tone for the approach used in a parti-
cu·lar case. FoZ' example,· in the case' where encouragem.en·t 
of self~examination to ~nhance understanding' of current 
intrapsychic dynamics is .the prima,ry technique and reassurance 
is the second ,technique lis ted, the main emphasis is on . 
increasing self-~wareness with reassurance being used to 
support the cllent through the process. In the cas'e wheI·e 
reassurance is first and is followed by a technique that 
aims at increasing self-awareness, the re'aSSU1'ance is viewed 
, . 
a,s setting the tone of the process with selfo-awareness being 
considel!ed secondary to a, supportive approach. 
!AdlTJ.itt·edly, a dichotomy such as this is' a relatively 
crude instrument. By forcing workers to make choices, it is 
I 
impossible to determine cases in which the method used is a 
combination of the two me'thods and no more 01"' one method 
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than the other. N'evertheless, for the purposes of this 
study, this system of classification should provide pertinent 
information on workers f judgments of the. treatment techniques 




The final sample from which the da.ta is compiled 
consists of 51 clients seen by 22 workers. The setting is 
five offices of two family agencies offering therapeutic 
cB.sework services to individuals and fE:U!lilies. 
All of the workers who planned to see clients that 
met the criteria for inclusion in the study were asked to 
pa.rticipate voluntarily. irhe plan of the study was .first 
discussed with supervisors and then with the workers in 
small group meetings. Twenty-nine of the 30 workers who 
were eligible agreed to participate. In the small group 
meetings wOI'kers were told that the purpose of' the study was 
to enhance understanding of the influence of cognition on 
the worker-client relationship_ Each of these \'\Torkel"'s was 
then seen individually, at which time as.oh was instr'Ucted 
on the details of' participation in the study, each was 
administered the Embedded Figures Test and completed tl-l0 
figur'e drawings. 
Of the 29 workers tested, 7 failed ·to participate 
further. Two of these soon left the agency, 2 had assignments 
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I 
tha:e excluded. clients that met the study cI'i ter·i~., and the 
I 
I 
remainii,tg 3 withdrew their coopel·atio~. These 3 seemed 
concernf;ld ~bout self-disclosure, abou:t the intluence of' the 
study on the ~lient-worker relatio~ship,. and about involve-
Xllent in a projec.t that required additions.l WOl"k when they 
were already hard-pressed for time. 
The 22 remaining wor~keI'S wel'e all graduates o:t 
progrrllilS o.ffer·ing a. 11aster's degree in social w9rk. Seventeen 
were females and 5 were males. The age range is from 25 to 
60, with B. mean of 44.7. Social wor'k experience beyond the 
l~Iaster·1 s degree ranged from 1 to 23 yea.I'S, with a mean experi-
ence level of 9.9 years. Only 3 workers hS.d less than 3 
years I ex·perience. Thus, the worker sample consists of 22 
workers, pl'imarily fems.les, who a!>e experienced practitioners 
in their middle years~ 
Clients 
The workers weI'e ins tructed ·to select clients from 
their case loads who meet the following criteria: Tp assure 
a 1'ai1"ly uniform sample, only f'emales between the ages of 
21 and 60 are included. Cases had to be newly assigned 
women who voluntarily s~ught help with problems in inter-
persona;l. relationships. This includes .marital,. familial,. 
s.nd parent-child prob~ems as. w~ll as ai tuations in which 
there is emotional distress in the self' or in other family 
members if the interpersonal component is a major concern. 
Clients who sought concrete help or were seen in exclusive 
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group trea't;Illsnt w~re excluded. Clients weI'e also excluded 
when, in the judgment of' the. worker, there was evidence of 
an orgs.nic or psychotic reaction that would grossly impair 
.perception. or rea.lity testing. Clients .with visual defects 
that would interfere with tes ting pl"ocedures we.re also ruled 
out. Workers were urged to take clients in the order they 
ca.Yfie, in order· to mini.mize selection on the 'bs.s.is of screen-
ing those clients who were easiest to work with. 
The tinal sample of clients consists of 51 W01l1en, 
between the a.gas of 21 end 59, witb 9. mean age of 34.8. 
T"nirty-two B,re m.arried, 16 separated or divorced, 2 wid.owed, 
a.nd 1 single. The mean nUIllbel' of' children is 2.1. 
Table 1 contains. a breakdm~ of the types of problems 
that led the clients to seek help. Each client was asked to 
check her IT'.i2.jor problem. 
TABLE 1 
CLASSIFICATION OF PRIMARY PROBLEM CLIENTS 
SOUGHT HELP WITH 




Emotional Distress in Selt' 
Combination of' Marital Difficulties and Emotional 
Distress in Self 










Most of' the WOMen (32) ~isted th.eir· occupation a.s 
housewife. Four are teachers, J secretaries, and the r·ema.in-
ing 11 are employed in a variety of semi-skilled jobs. 
Husbands' occupa'l;ions were classified according to a r'evised 
form of the Warner occupational sCB.le. l This sca.le' clas-
sii'ies occupations into 7 categories of socio-economic sta.tus. 
Dimensions of income, behavior,responsibility, and prestige 
are considered. Table 2 lists the distribution of occupa-
tional ratings of the ma,tes or forraer mates of the clients 
on· a scale with a high of 1 to a. low of 7. 
TABLE 2 
DISTRIBUTION OF HUSBANDS OF CLIENTS ON 























Ip..lartin Ha..'l'lburger; "A Revised Scale for Re. ting Socio-
Ec·o·nomic st'atus lt (Unpublished Mimeo .•. New York, Teachers 
. College. IvIay 195'1). 
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Eighty-eight per cent oi' the cases fall, into' levels 
2, 3. and 4. Translating this into class dimensions, most 
of the clients seen in the study can be considered to be 
:members of' middle-class families. 
Clients weI'S seen in a variety of interviewing modali-
ties. 'I'Wenty-eight 'tilere seen individually, 9 wer"e seen 
exclusively in conjoint interviews with their spouses, and 
14 were seen in a combination of the two. 
'rhus, the client sample consists of 51 lrlOnten 't'!Tho are 
primar'ily middle class. r..1ost are either maI'r-ied or have been 
married. There are a large nwuber' of housewives who came 
.for help with marital and parent-child problems as well as 
for' emotional distress within themselves. Over hs.lf were 
seen in individual treatment. The r'emainder weI'e seen con-
jointly with their spouses or in a combination of individual 
and conjoint interviewing. 
Procedures a~d Design 
At the beginning of the study. each worker was indi-
vidually administered the Embedded Figures Test and was asked 
to produce a f'iguI'e drawing of each sex. The follot..ring 
pr"ocedur'es for administering the tests to the workers were 
also used when the clients were tested later. Workers were 
assured that individual test results would not be given, the 
final data to be in terms of group trends rather tha.n in 
individual responses. 
The Embedded Fi·gures Test was administered in accordance 
I 
I 
lrli-t;h in~tructions given on the first three pages of each 
o 
I 




-ject to read the ins tructions and complete two prac-tice 
examples, o.ffering feedback in order -to· ena_ble the subj~ct 
to unciel"stand the exact na-cure of the task he is to perfonn.. 
On the back of the booklet there-are eight slluple figures. 
Within the booklet there are twenty-five complex figures, 
each wi~ a letter corresponding to the letter of a si~ple 
form on the back of the booklet. The subject is asked to 
tuz'n the pages of' the booklet B.nd do the problems in order. 
If a solution cannot be tound~ the subject advances to the 
next problem. The task is to find the simple form contained 
in the complex figure and so indicate this by drawing in the 
lines with a pencil. The test is divided into three parts 
and is timed. The subject is given two minutes to do the 
f'irst seven problems, rive minutes to do the next nine 
problems, and another five l11inutes to do the f"ina1 nine 
problems. The first section is a warm-up and is not i11-
eluded in the total score, which consists of a count of' all 
the problems that aI"e completed correctly. 
The administration of the a'lbe_dded Figures Test was 
problem-1'ree,-the ~est being a fairly simple and m?chan:i:ca.l 
operation. The workers were totally u.nfamiliar wi~h the 
. test and the na·ture 01' the test is such that_ it is almost 
impos.sible to in.fluence the results. The test iJ;lvolves a 
minimal degree of s_elf-exposure so that workers were not 
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concerned about revealing personal attri'butes. They we:c-e 
veI'Y concerned about doing t'l1ell on the test. Workers and 
c,lients were told to do their best. The workers were visibly 
distressed by, low scores and some of them found the experi-
ence very frustrating. Of course, those who did the problelils 
easily enjoyed the experience. Following the administration 
of the test to both the workers and the clients, subjects 
were told that there is no "correct" score, differences in 
scores being indicative of dii'fering orientations tOliards 
pa.rts and 11iholes. Subjects wer'e told, by wa.y of illustration, 
the saying, tlHe can't see the fOl'est for the trees. II tlWeII, 
some people a.re better at seeing parts [the trees], whereas 
others are better at seeing the whole [the forest]. tl 
Workers and clients were handed two pieces of paper 
a.nd given the following instructions for completing the 
figure drawings: "To get an idea of how you see things, I 
'Would like you to draw a full figure of a. person. This is 
not a test of' your dratring ability. The figure may be of' 
either sex. ])0 not dra.w a stick figure. II When the drawi.ng 
is completed the subject is· then a.sked to do a.nother· drawing 
of the opposite sex. As with the Embedded Figures Test, a. 
similar explanation is given. Both explanations w~re given 
following the completion of the two tests. 
In general, the workers were extremely anxious about 
revealing themselves through their figure drawings. 1-1any 
of the tlorkers were familiar wi th the use of figure drawings' 
as a psychometric device. Sane o:f them. had a$1inistered 
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figure drawings to clien·ts and had par·ticipated in seminars 
on the evaluation of drawings. While Trlorkers were unfamiliar 
with the. sophistication of. Body-Concept Scale used ill this 
studYJ sane were knowledgeable about dimensions relevant to' 
the scal~, such as the importance of detail and sexual dif-
ferentia·tion. Some wor'kers shared their knowledge with the 
test administrator. All wel~e requested to be as sponta.neous 
as possible in order to aid test validity. Regardless of 
the soph~stication of the worker, it seemed to be very 
difficul t 'to influence radically the level of drawing although 
it was possible to do somewhat better than a s.pontaneous and 
naive response would.be. 
Workers wel"e instructed to select thos·e clients that 
met the cri teria of the s··cudy. It was emphasized that they 
must involve all who meet the criteria in order to avoid 
self-selectlon, but there was no w.ay to assure adherence 
to this request. They were to involve the clients in the 
study, to stress the voluntary and confidential nature or 
their responses, and to infonn them that they would be seen 
for a research interview ~ediately fol~owing their fifth 
session with the worker. The atbice of the fifth session for 
t~e initial client testing was based upon the ass~ption 
that by this time clients would·know the worker well enough 
to make judgments· regarding the quality of the relationship 
offered. 
Following the rourth interview~ workers mailed in 
, I 
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slips infor.ming the researcher of the da.te and time of the 
scheduled fifth interview. Iramedia tely following the end 
of t.he fifth interview~ each clie~t; was seen individually by 
the r'esearcher ox' his assistant. To a.ssure candid responses, 
confidentia.li ty and anonymi ty t'ITere s tressed. Each client 
completed a face sheet requesting factual da.ta. She was 
then given the Barrett-Lennard Relationship Inventory. The 
administrator of the research battery made certain tha.t each 
client understood the questions as well as the method of 
scol'ing. Mos t of' the clients enjoyed the experience of 
being asked their opinions. Some had difficulty understand-
ing a number' ot the questions and were assisted in clarifying 
them. Interestingly, clients had the most difficulty with 
questions concerning the dimensions of regar'd a.nd uncondi-
tional positive regard. They seemed surprised by the idea 
that the worker might have personal feelings about them, 
such as liking or caring. They also seemed to expect that 
wor'kel"s should judge them a.nd disa.pprove of some of their 
behaviol->S. Following this, clients lrlere administer'ed the 
Jiinbedded Figures 'l'est B,nd completed the two figure dl:'awings. 
These tiere administered in exactly the same lUS.nner as was 
described above i'or the workers. In general, the clierlts 
" 
seemed less conce~ned than the workers and were less self-
conscious about the figure dra,\-iings. After a brief discussion 
!;,bout the nature of' the experience, clients were in.formed 
that they would receive a second questionnaire in the mail 
in three months. 
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In all, each wor'ker' saw fI'om one· to four clients. 
Five w·orkers saw four clients each, rour saw four, two saw 
three, two saw two, and 1'i ve workers ·saw one client each. 
'rhe first client was given ·the research battery in November 
1910, Bnd data on the fifth interview continued to be col-
lected through June 1911. The original plan of collecting 
da·i;a on four' clients per worker proved· to be unfeasible. 
Three workers left the agency after a number of their clients 
he.d been tested. Two workers were· transferred mid.way . in the 
study to units where the clients did not meet the criteria 
of the study. One worker died. Other workers, who remained, 
had a la.rge number of drop-outs prior to the fifth interview. 
Some had little turnover in cases, making·it impossible to 
take on new cases. 
Three months after each client received the research 
interview, each client·· was mailed another' copy of the Barrett-
Lenna.rd Relationship Inventory with instructions to complete 
it and return it by mail in a self-addressed envelope. 
Twenty-five of the 51 clients returned the questionnaires, 
a total of 4.9%. Since the rate··of return was so poor, intro-
ducing the probability of a biased sampll3 and the initial 
research design did hot inclUde reference to data ~o be 
collected at a second point i.n time, the analysis of this 
data will not be included in the i'indings. 
A t the point the clien·ts were mailed the second 
questionnaire, each of their workers was sent a form request-
ing that the worker rate the techniques USed in achieving 
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casework goa.ls with each clierit. Forty-nine of' the 51 fO:mlS 
were returned by the workel"s, a total of 96%. The loss of· 
two cases was due to the death of one worker and the in-
ability to locate a worker who had left the agency. 
Classif;icat=h..oIL.of Qlieq~-I.'lorker Cognitive_~tyle 
The independent varia.ble, cognitive style, was assessed 
by scores on two inst~aments, the &ubedded Figures Test and 
the Sophistication of Body-Concept Scale. The d.is tribution 
of scores on each test will be discussed separately. 
Em.be9-d~_g.....E.!&¥.res .lreS t 
The scores on the Embedded Figures treat covered the 
full pange i'rom 0-18. The combined distribution or"' EFT 
scor'es for clients and workers was dichotomized at the 
median. Scores of 0-7 were considered Low (Field-dependent), 
a.nd scor'es of' 8 or more were considered High (Field-inde-
pendent). When the distributions <;>1"' client and worker scores 
t'll"ere examined separa.tely, the two groups were found to be 
comparable with regard to their respective medians (7.5), 
a.s well as to their means. The mean EF'T scor'e for the 51 
clients was 7.47 and that for the 22 casewo~kers 7.86 
(t = 0.3097, df = 71, P = N.S.). This serves to demonstrate 
·tha t the EF'l' scores were not influenced by the client-worker 
status of the subjects. Both groups taken as wholes are 
comparable 011 this measure of cognitive style. 
To deteI"ltline wheth~r there was any bias in the a.ssign-
ment of clients to wOl'kers, . for example, that LOlrl clients 
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would be: assigned to Low workers, the workers were· dicho-
tomized :into a LOli and a. High group. The EFT scores of the' 
clients .assigned to ea~h group of workers were compared and 
a t test' was ~omputed to determine whethe·l' there was any 
significant di:Cference between the· groups. The l"esults indi-
cate tha.t the mean EFT score of tlle clients a.ssigned to the 
Low t-lOrkers (7.62) was compara:ble to the mean EFlr s·core of 
the clients assigned to Hig..~ workers (7.32; t = 0.2052, 
df = 49, P = N.S.). According to this, as far a.s can be 
ascertained, the matching of cognitive styles was not a. con-
sideration in assigning clients to workers. 
Figure _ DralfTings 
The f'igure drawings "were rated independently by a. 
psychologist and a guidance counselor-, both of whom had 
considerable experience in the evaluation of psychometric 
te·sts. Neither of the judges was involved in the administra-
tion of the tests and therefore had no ~owledge of subjects' 
performance on other parts of' the research battery. Both 
studied the guide for evalua:tion presented in ~he manual l 
a.nd did sample ratings to assure proficiency in using the 
s·cale. In accordance with the criteria in the manual, both 
judges independently rated all of the sets of figure draw-
ings, placing them into five categories. Inter-rater 
reliability was very high, I' = .9055. There was disagreement 
l"sophistication ot: Body-Concept Scale for Evaluation 
f W· D' If 't o .... ~gure r~w·J.ngs, ~.Q.L.. 
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in .only 14 of the 73 paLes of dr'awings, B.nd in no instance 
did disa.greement exceed one category. In the case of dis-
agreem.ent, the assigr.t·:ment to a category was made on the basis 
of consensus between the judges. 
The ratings of' the figure drawings covered the full 
range of categories I through V. The m.edian scor"e for-
clients and for worker"s was 2.5, 8.1 though the distribution 
of each was skewed· towal~s the lower scores. As in the EFT, 
the two groups were thus comparable in cognitive style. 
Since the figure drawings were sOl"'ted in·to i'i ve 
categories, the lack of a more highly dift'eI'entiated scale 
luade it impossible to dichotomize the Low and High groups 
precisely at the median of 2.5. The optim.al point was to 
dichotomize the distribution into a. LOt...r group (I-II) and a 
High gl~OUp (III-V). Using this syste!Ti, 29 clients were Low 
while 22 clients were High, the result being that a con-
siderably larger gI'OUP of clients were ca·tegorized as Low 
when compared with the number categorized as High. 
To detel~ine whether there was any bias in the assign-
ment 01' clients to workers, the figure drawing scores of 
clients assigned to Low and High workers were again compared. 
as was done with the EFT. The results indicate that the 
mean figure drawing score of the clients assigned to the 
Low workers (2.15) was statistically similar to that of the 
clients assigned to the Hig.."Il worl{ers (2.37, t = 0.6213, 
df' = 49, P = N.S.). Once again the analysis of the distri-
bution demonstrates that the client a.nd the worker gl'OUpS 
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have a s~milar distribution of cognitive styles and tha.t 
clients ha.d been assigned without consideration, of the cog-
nitive style dimension. 
ComoB.'ri.son o:f the Two IlIfeaSures 
Irhe two meas,u.res, Eli'T and fig..lre aI'awing, were com-
pared to determine whether or not they were measuring the 
same thing. An I' of -57 was obtained for the two sets of 
scores. This is vel"Y close to the r of .55 repol'ted in the 
, , 1 
GEFT manual. Since the primary hypotheses ar"e concerned 
with congruence or incongruence of client-worker cO~litive 
s'tyle, the distribution of the two sets of scores was studied 
to determine whether or not congruence or incongl~ence of 
scores on one test bore a I'elationship to congruence or 
incongrueilce ,of scores on the other test. 'rhe results shown 
in Table '3 demonstrate that the distributions of the two 
measures are not comparable. For example, 10 of the 25 
pairs that had congruent scores on the EFT had incongruent 
scores on the figure drawing test. Similarly, 15 of the 
26 pairs that were incongruent on the EFT had congruent 
scores on figure drawings. 
The rather low correlation of .55 reported in the 
manual a.nd ,the dif:riculty in dichotomiz'ing "I:~he :rigure drawings 
at the median may help to explain the 'lack of agreement be-
tween the two measures. Since the two measures d;i.d not 
Ii.,· tl ° Itma d R k O ° t Ui~ .K1.n, ,0 n, an as lon, Ope C1. • 
\,. 
res'1Ut in comparable classific"a.tions of client-worker pairs, 
the research hypotheses t-lil1 be tested separately fOI· each 
of the measures of cognitive style. 
TABLE 3 . 
CLIEl~T-WORKER PAIRS COMPARED ACCORDING TO CONGRUENCE 
AND INCONGRU&~CE OF SCORES ON" TWO TESTS, 
EMBEDDED FIGURES AND FIGURE DRAWINGS 


















For the purpose of analysis of data, the distribution 
for each of' the measures 01' cognitive style was divided 
into four gl'OUPS of' worker-"client pair's: a congruent gr'oup 
consisting of workel'-client pairs with scores of Low-Low 
and High-High a.nd an incongruent group consisting of worker-
client pairs with scores of Low-High and High-Low. When 
classified as above, the distribution of' worke:c."-client 
pairs was fairly equa.l for the Embedded Figures Test but 
was less uniform f01' the figu.re drawings. (See Ta.ble !~.) 
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TABLE 4 
DISTRlBUTIOtl. FOR FOUR· TYPES OF lr/ORKER-CLIENT PAIRINGS, 










Irota1 N = 51' 



























Seventeen or the twenty-two workers sa.w more than one 
client. Consequently a single worker may be represented ,in 
more than one cell. There was some concern that this arrange-
ment might violate the concept of indepe.ndence. Actually it 
does not.. There are fifty-one separate client ·scores :for 
each of the measure-s of cogni.ti ve style. Each of these 
scores is derived from observations independent of Ol1e 
another. Since only cogni ti ve style scores., the independent 
variable, are of concem, each qf the worker-client pairings 
are independent of one another. This.is particularly evident 
in that there was no bias in the assignment of clients to 
workers, the· seores of clients assigned to the High workers 
being statistically similar to those assigned to Low workers. 
In addition, there is the possibility that the 
erfeets produ·ced m.ay be a product or each of a few workers 
being paired with four clients having similar cognitive 
styles. These workers may be particularly skillful or parti-
cularly unskilled. In either case, di.frerences between 
groups of worker-client pairs might represent the contributions 
of a few' worke'rs rather than the· trend of most worker-client 
pairs in a particular group.. The distribution of workers in 
each cell was examined. Ten wo·rkers were represented in one 
cell, nine in another, and eight in the remaining two. This 
fairly even distribution suggests that the workers were sp:read 
fairly evenly. Most workers tended to be paired with .. clients 
representing Field-dependent and Field-independent perceptual 
orientations. Thus the findings to be reported do not appear 
to be unduly w~lghted by the input ot a tew workers, but,. 
rather, is re.presentative of group trends. 
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Distribution of Client Scores on the Barrett-
: Lemlard Rela.tionsliip Inventory . 
:The distribution o:f scol"es on the subscales and on 
the tota:l relationship scale was :fairly hOl1lOgeneous and 
bunched :at the positive side. Table· 5 i~dicates that the· 
scores were di'stributed conais tantly throughout most of the 
uppe'r or positive ha.l:f of' the theoretical scoring range,· 
whi.le only one score f'ell below the mid-point ai.' the theo-
retical .range. What is evident is that the distribution 
of scores reflec ts di:fferences in' more 01'" le·ss positive 
perceptions that the clients have of their workers. This 
trend is. consistent wlth the i'indings of Barrett-Lennal"d. l 
Since there is no way oi' de'termil1ing what scores are indi-
cative of a'negative as 9ppoaed to a positive perception 
of the worker, comparisons. can only be based upon relative 
diffel"ences between clients or groups of clients. 
TABLE ;5 
DISTRIBUTION OEI RELATIONSHIP SCORES AS PERCEIVED 
BY THE CLIENT AFTER FIVE INTERVIEWS 
Relationship Condition Variance J.7 SD H.ange 
.----'--------- -----_ .. _.-----_._-
Regard 


























The first hypothesis predicts that congruent wcr-ker-
client cognitive styles would be positively associated with 
cliell-j; perception of the l">elationship. When t"ol'orkel'-client 
cogni tive styles ar'e congruent, the client will per-ceive 
the wor-ker as oi'feL'ing r'elatively higher I'elationsilip levels 
than when worker-client cOgl1.i ti ve styles ar-e incongruent. 
This hypothesis is to be tested by studying client pepcep-
tiol1 of the rela.tionship as a function 01"' cognitive style 
pairings on the basis of two measures, the Etllbedded Figures 
Test and the evaluation of figure drawings. 
Clien-I; perception of the relationship will be deter-
mined by scores on the Barrett-Lenna_rd Relationship Inventory. 
The association between client perception of the relationship 
and cognitive style pairings will be studied separately for 
each of the measures of cognitive style, the Embed?ed Figures 
Test and figure drawings. For each of the measures of 
cognitive style, analysis of variance and t tests will be 
used to test the significance of differences between scores 
on The Relationship Inventory of the congruent groups (LolrJ'-
Low, High-High) and the incongruent groups (Low-Hi@1, High-Low). 
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Embedded Figures tfest 
'rhe analysis of va.riance .for client perception of 
the total relationship yielded a si@'l:ii'icant interaction 
effect in the predicted direct'ion, F = 5.2900', p <.025. The 
mean score for the congI'Uent group, 88. '72, is signif'icantly 
higher than the mean score for the incongruent group, 75.81, 
as sUIlll1larized in Table 6. Thus, 'in acc9rdance with the 
hypothesis, client j,"atings of' the total rela'tionship weI'e 
signiticantly higher when worker-client EFlr scores were 
congruent than when they were incongruent. 
An inspec'tion of Table 7 indicates that the analysis 
of, -variance for client perception of regar'd yielded a sig-
-nificant interaction effect in the predicted direction, 
F _ = 4.1835, p < .025. The mean score for the congruent 
group, 24.-92, is signii'icantly h~gher than the mean' scor~ 
f'or, the ,incongruent gr"oup, 22.19. Thus, in accordance with 
the bypothesis, clie~t ratings of regard were significantly 
higher when worker-client EFT scores were congruent than 
when they were incone;ruent. 
Table 8 indicates that ~le analysis of variance 
for client perception of empathy yielded a significant inter-
action effect in the predicted direction, F = 4.0840, p <.025. 
; . . . 
~ne ~ea~ score_ for the congruent group, 20.64, is significantly 
higher than the ,mean ~core for the incongruent group, 17.08. 
Thus, in acc_ordance td~h the hypothesis, client- ratings of 
erilp a. thy ,were significantly higher when wor'ker-client EFT 
scofes were congruen't_ than when, 'they were incongruent. 
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TABLE 6 
GLIEN1'p SCORES Oli TOTAL RELATIONSHIP FOH FOUR 'l'YPES 
OF WORKER-CLIENT PAIRINGS ON THE &~EDDED 














Surm'llary of An.alysis or Varian·ce* 
Sum ot~ Squares d.f' Near! Square 
178~6698 
High 

















0.1043 N. S. 
0.2942 li. s. 
5.2900 / .025** 
Error 1476.1980 47 31.4085 
--------~--------------------------------------------.--.----
*Analysis of Variance for Disproportional Subclasses,. 
George W. Snedecor, statistical Methods (Ames: Iowa State 
University Press, 1956). 
**One-tailed test of signifi~ance used •. (The use of a 
one-tailed F test is appropriate to the hypothesis that the 
mean for the congruent group will be higher than the mean for 
the incongl"Uent group. This is .. particularly appropriate when 
the degrees of freedom for the between-group term is.one. In 
this situation, F is equal to the square 01' the two-tailed t 
value. In :fact, since in .all c;>f. the tests only the significance 
between ·two mea.ns is being tested, a t test would have been 
just as appropriate and would have produced the· identical 
levels of significance reported for F.) 
.. _- _.- - ........ -- ---.... _---------
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TABLE 7 
CLIENT SCORES·Ol~· REGARD FOR FOUR TYPES OF WORKER-CLIIDIT 












T\~"O CO.N"GRtJEl~T AND '·TWO nWONGRUEliT 
Worker Scores 
Low High 
X N X N 
24~93 13 23·' 23 13 
21.15 1)" 24~92 12 
Smmuary of Analysis of· Variarice i &-
Sum of Squares df Mean Square· F· P 
·9~6435 
1. 0713 1 L0713 0·5790 N.S. 
1~0921 1 L0921 0~5902 N. S~ 
7~ 4801 .. 7·4801 4~O426 I . o 25o§iio J. 
8.6~9654 47 L8S03 
*Analysis of Variance for Disproportional Subcla~ses~ 
George W. Snedecor, Statistical Methods (Ames·: Iowa state 
University Press, 19$6). . 
**One-tailed test of s·ignificance· used·. 
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TABLE 8 
CLIENT SCORES ON' EMPATHY FOR, FOUR TYPES Ob' WORKER-CLIEI'JT 


















S~~~ary ot Analysis 01.' Variance .;;. 
Sum of' Squares df Mean Square 
14· 01+55 
0.0241 1 0.0241 
1.5253 1 1·5253 
12·4961 1 12·4961 





F ** P 
0.0079 Ii. s. 
0·4985 N. s. 
4·0840 / .025 
*Analysis ot Variance for Disproportional Subclasses,' 
George W.. snedecor" S.tatistica1 Methods (Ames: Iowa state 
University Press, 1956). 
~fOne-tai1ed test of signi.ficance used. 
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: Table 9 indicates' that the analysis 01' vaI'iance for 
client perception of unconditional, pos,itive regar'd failed 
I ' 
,to achieve a significant interaction 'effect although the 
means of 18.3.7' for the congruent group 'and 1$.55' for the 
incongruent group were in the direction predicted. Thus, 
while the tr·end was in the direction predic ted, client 
ratings :01' unconditional positive regard were not signifi-
cantly 4igher when worker-client EFT scores were congruent 
: 
than when they ~ere incongruent. 
'rable 10 indicates that the ana.lysis of val'iance fOl" 
client perception of' genuineness yielded a s.ignificant inter-
action ef'fec'c in the predicted dirac·tion. J? = 3.4995. p<. 05. 
The mean scor'e fOI" the congruent group., 24.88, is signi~icant­
ly high~r than the mean score for the incongruent group, 
21.46. Thus. in accordance with the hypothesis, client 
ratings of genuineness were significantly higher when worker-




CLIENT SCORES ON UNCONDITIONAL POSITIVE REGARD 
FOR FOUR' TYPES OF WORKER~CLIENT'PAIRINGS 
ON THE EMBEDDED FIGURl!."'S .TEST, . TWO 





















SUL'llllary of Analysis of Variance{'" 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square 
12.5623 
1.1131 1 1.1131 
1.1131 1 1.1131 
10·3361 1 10·3361 














*Analysis. of Variance for Disproportional Subclasses. 
George W. Snedecor. §tatistical Methods (Ames: Iowa state 
University Press. 1956). . 




C,LI&"fl' SCORES ON GElroIlfENESS FOR FOUR TYPES OF 
WORKER-CLIElJT PAIRINGS ON THE EMBED~D FIGURES 
















Summary of Analysis of Variance* 
Source Sum of Squares df l-iean Square F P 
-----
Total 14·6504 
Worker 0.0576 1 0.0576 0.0175 N. s. 
Client; 3·1684 1 3.1684 0.9618 N. s . 
Interaction 11.5288 1 11.5288 3·4995 / • 0,5** 
Error 154·8362 47 3·2944 
*Analysis of 'Variance for Disproportional Subclasses, 
George W. Snedecor# Statistical }llethods (Ames': Iowa State 
University :press," 1956). -
**One-tailed 'test of significance used. 
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Since the analysis of the data produced significant 
effects as predicted when the Embedded ·Figures·Test was 
the measure of. cognitive styles, it was then necessary to 
rule out alternative explanations as a·consequence of back-
ground erfects. It may be possible that the dirrerence in 
relationship levels between the congruent and the incongruent 
groups is not produced by cognitive style pairings but 
instead, for example, is an effect attributable to the pos-
sibility that the clients differ in presenting problems or 
that the workers in one or other of the groups have more 
experience. To rule out the possibility of such an effect 
or· to locate alternative explanations for the findings, a 
number of important characteristics of the two groups were 
compared. Comparisons were made for the following variables: 
presenting problem; tor.m of treatment (whether client was 
seen individually, conjointly, or in a combination· of the 
two; mean age ot clients; mean age or workers; mean level 
of worker experience; sex of worker (five were males and the 
remainder were :females). On all o:f these characteristics 
the two groups were almost identical, with dif:ferences not 
even beginning to approach statistical significance. 
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F~.Ktlre 1?rawings 
:An inspectionoi; l'able +1 indicates tha.t the analysis 
of variance for cl!ent.perception of the total relationship 
Cailed to yield a significant interaction effect a1 thoug.lot 
t!b,e Iqean scores were 1,n the predicted direction" congruent 
.X 84.25, incongruent X 77~ 18. Thus, while the trend was in 
the pI'edicted direc.tion, client ratings of the total re·lation-
ship we~e not signi(icantly higher when worker-client figure 
drawings were congruen~ than when they were incongruent. 
An ~nspection of Table 12 indicates that the analysis 
of variance to!' client perception oi' l"'egard yielded a si·g-
nific.ant :j.nterac tion ef.:('ec.t in the predic ted direction" 
F = 41835" p < .. 02.5. The mean score for the congruent group, 
24.53, is significantly higher than the l11ean score for the 
incongr'-uent group, 22.10.. Thus, in accordance with the 
hypothesis, client, ratings of regard were significantly 
higher when worker-client EFT scores \-lere c.ongruent. than 
when they w~re incongruent~ 
Table 13 indicates tha.t the analysis of varia.nce 
for client perception of.empathy failed to yield a signi-
fican:t. interaction effect, congruent· X· 19.80, incongruent 
. 
X 17.0'7. Thus, while the trend was in the predicted 
direction, client ratings of empathy were not significantly 
higher when worker-client figure drawings were congruent 
than when they were incongruent. 
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TABLE 11 
CLIEliT SCORES ON TOTAL RELATIONSHIP FOR FOUR TYPES OF 
WORKER-CLIENT PAIRINGS ON FIGURE DRAWINGS, 
Client 
Scores 
TWO CONGRUENT AND. 11WO INCONGRUENT 
Low High 











SUl:Wla. l'Y of Analysis 
.-Sum of Squares df 
189.94 




























*Analysis of Variance for Disproportional subclasses, 
George W. Snedecor, Sta·tistical.Methods (Ames: Iowa state 
University Press, 1956). 
**'One-tailed test of signiricance used. 
TABLE 12 
'CLIENT SCORES ON REGARD. ·FOR ·FOUR . TYPES· OF 
, WORKER-CLIENT .PAIRINGS ON· FI.GURE DRAWIN'GS, 
















summary of Analysis of Variance * 
Sura of Squares df Mean Square 
14·1065 
3·9801 , 3·9801 ..... 
1. 9183 , 1. 9183 ..... 
8.2081 1 8.2081 















Ii. S . 
/ .O2~ 
*Analysis of' Variance tor·Disproportional Subclasses, 
George \\f. Snedecor, statistic:al ).ietbods (Ames: Iowa State 
Uhiv:ersl~y Pr-ess, 1956).. . 










CLIENT SCORES ON· EMF A/THY FO H FOUR TYPES OF 
1iORKER-CLIEN·T PAIRINGS· ON FIGURE DRAWINGS, 




X N X 
18.$6 16 18.76 
15·38 8 21.14 
SQmma~J of Analysis of Variance *. 




8.8804 1 8.8804 2.6977 
0.1600 1 0.1600 0.0486 
Interaction 7.7284 1 7.7284 2~ 3478 









*Analysis of Variance. for Disproportional Subclasses, 
George W. Snedecor, Statistical Methods (Ames: Iowa state 
University Press, 1956). .. 
**One-tailed test of significance used. 
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,An inspection of Tabl~ +4: indicates that the analysi.s 
! 
of variance for client perception ot unconditional positive 
regard i"ailed to yield a. significant interaction ef'fect. In 
this casie,' the trend of the mean scores was not· in the pre-
dicted d:irection, congruent i 16.13, incongruent il~'77. 
Thus, client ratings· were not significantly higher t..rhen 
worker-client figure dral,;,dngs 1-1ere congruent than ·when they 
were incongruent. 
:Table 15 indicates that the analysis of variance for 
client _.·.r'ception of genuineness failed to yield a signifi-
c.ant in·teracticin effect although the mean scores were in 
the predicted direction, congruent X 23~55, incongruent 
-X 22.10. Thus, while the trend was in the predicted direc-
tion, client ratings 0:f genuineness were not significantly 
higher when worker-client figure drawings were congruent 
than when they wer·e· incongruent. 
" .. ~ 
TABLE 14" 
CLIENT SCORES ON UNCOliDITIOUAL POSITIVE REGAHD FOR 
FOUR TYPES OF ~iORK.I~R-CLIENT PAIRINGS Oli"FIGURE 













Low 17·31 16 18.92 13 
High IJ..\..62 8 15·14 14 
Swmnary of Analysis of' Variance 4r 
Source sum oJ' Squares df Mean Square F 
i~ 
P 
Total 11.8889 1 
Worker 1.1327 1 1.1327 0.2190 N. s. 
Client 10·4579 1 10·4579 2.0219 N. s. 
Interaction 0.2983 1 0.2983 0.0577 N. S. 
Error 243·0918 47 5·1722 
i~ Analysis o:f Variance· fOI" Dispiroportional Subcla.sses, 
George W. Snedecor, §.tatistical Methods (Ames·: Iowa state 
University Press, 1956). 









TABLE 15 . 
CLIENT SCORES ON 'GENUINENESS FOR FlOUR TYPES OF1 
WOHK~lli:-CLIEln' FAIRIHGS ON-FIGURE DRAWINGS, 












Summ.ary of Analysis .• -Ii-of Var~ance 
Sum of Squa.res di' Mean Square F 
12.7994 
8.2944 1 8.2944 2.2730 
. 2·4026 1 2·4026 0:.6580 ... 
Interaction 2.1024 1 2.1024 0·5761 







Ii. S • 
N. S. 
* Analysis of Variance for Disproportional Subclasses', 
Ge9rge w. 'Snedeco'~, Statistic·al Methods .. (Ames:. Iowa state 
University Press·, 1956). 
i~One-tai1ed test of significance· use.d.· 
\, . 
Sl}IImlaIT .9f_R~sul ts f'o_r_~thesis I 
Hypothesis I received mild 'but canais te11t SUPP01 .. t 
from the data. Although the findings dif"i.'ered according 
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to the particular IIleasure of cognitive style employed, 
trends were generally in the predicted direction. When the 
Embedded Figures Test was used as the measure of cognitive 
style, clien'l; perception of the total rela.tionship, as 
well as regard, empathy, and genuineness, .all achieved 
significantly highel"> levels when worker-client .. EFT scores 
wer'e congruent than when they were incongruent. When the 
figure drawings weI'e used as the measure of cognitive style, 
the results were not so positive. Client perception of 
regard was signii'ic.antly higher when Vlorker-client pairs 
were congl~ent than when they were incong.ruent. While the 
levels of' the total relationship, as well as empathy, and 
genuineness, loVere in the predicted direction, they failed 
to achieve 'statis tical signii'icance. 
secondary Analysis· of the Data for HIPothesis I 
The first hypothesis was concerned with single com-
pal'isons, and only dif'ferences between ccngr'uent and 
incongruent client-wol'tker pail's were tested. The data were 
analyzed separately i'or the two measur'es of cognitive style, 
the Embedded Figures Test and the figure drawing test. In 
each instance, the data fram four cells were compressed 
into two. For example, in the analysis or data in which 
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congr'Uent pairs were conlpared with incongruent ps.irs,_ the 
congruent group included the High-High pail"s as well as the 
Low-Low: pair·s. While this analysis was completely appropria.te 
for testing the hypotheses, it did ['esult in the loss of 
informa~ion concerning possible differences between the mean 
levels of' each 01'" the four' cells. It is possible that one 
of' the ~ets 01' incongruent pair's is associated wi th higher 
. 
relatior;tship levels than the other. Ii'or exarilple, Table 6, 
Low clients appaI'ently do not disappr'ove of High workers as 
much a.s High clients disapprove of Low workers; means are 
r(8.23 and 73.38. Perhaps this is because clients I'ated 
Low react more fa.vorably to the stl">Ucture provided by the 
High wOI"kers, whereas the High clients do no'(; appreciate 
the global style or the Low workers. 
Since significant findings were reported between 
congruent and incongruent' wO!'ker-client cognitive style s 
on a number of the tp.sts,. it is appropriate to do further 
analysis of' the data in hope of finding some interesting 
relatioQ,ships between individua.l means. 
·A multiple range tes·t l was done fOl~ each of the 
variables on which significant f'indings had been obtained. 
This consisted o:f the data on ·the Embedded Figtu·es· Test 
IDonald B. Duncan, lil'lultiple Range and I.[ultiple F 

















ratings of regard, empathy, genuineness, a.nd the total 
r-elationship as well as the figure drawing data on regs.rd. 
In all·instances, differences between individual means 
fa.iled to achieve significa~ce. 
Once again signii'icant r-esults were limited to dii'-
feI'ences between the pairs of congruent and incongruent 
cogni tive styles. Thus, the sear·ch fOl~ additional sources 
of variance only tends to lend tUrther support to Hypothesis 
I. Significant variances h!1ve been obtained only when the 
intera.ction betlrJ'een cognitive styles is considel"·ed. 
Hypothesis II 
The second hypothesis predicts that since the level 
of the r·elationship is assll..'Tled to be a function of inter-
8.ction betlrleen lrlorker-client cognitive styles, when worker 
cognitive style or' client cognttive style is each considered 
sepa.rately, client perception of the relationship will not 
be influenced. When client perception of the relationship 
is compared accorading to contrasting worker OI" contrasting 
client cognitive styles (High vs. Low), there will be no 
significant dii'i'erences between groups. 
This hypothesis will be tested by s·t;udying client 
perception of the· relationship as a function of worker 
scores and client scores on the Embedded Figures Test and 
on figure drawings. The data will be a.nalyzed separately 
for each of the cognitive s·tyle measures. 
Embedded Figures Test 
An inspection of Table 6 demonstrates that client 
peI~ception of' the tots.1 relati.onship Is not signj,i'icantly 
influenced by· diffel"ences in either the EFT scores of the 
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workers or of the clients. The mean scores ror client.per-
ception a.re all fairly similar. The analysis of varia.nce 
for workers fails to achieve a significant F. Similarly; 
the analysis of variance for clients is insignificant. 
Thus" as fal' as client perception of the total relationship 
is concei"'ned, contrasting t'ITorker EFT scores and contrasting 
EFT scores a.re not associated with differing scores on 
the Relationship· Inventory • 
. ·An inspection of ea:ch of the data for each of the 
subscores, regard, empathy, unconditional positive regar'd, 
and congruence, indicates a similar effect. For each of 
the subscores, 'rabIes 7, 8, 9, 10, the analysis of variance 
indicates that there are no significant dif'ferences·in 
client perception of the relationship as either a function 
of diff'ering worker EFT scores or of dfrfering client EFT 
scores. 
,. 
An inspection of Table 11 demonstrates that client 
perc.eption of the 1;;otal relationship does not vary signifi-
.' . . 
cantly when either the two client groups or the two worker 











figul'>6 dr-awing ·test alte compa.red. Clients wi·th contras'l;ing 
scores do not perceive the relationship differently. Clients 
of workers having contrasting scores ·a.lso do not perceive 
the total relationship differently. In both instances the 
F ratio fails to achieve significance. 
An inspection of the data for each of the relation-
ship subscor~s, Tables 12, 13, 14, 15, reveals a similar 
effect for regard, empathy, unconditional positive regard, 
and genuineness. There B.re no signil'icant differBnces in 
the relationship as a function of differing cogni tive styles 
when the figtire drawings of either worke!'s or clients are 
evaluated. 
Summarx of Results for Hypothesis II 
Hypothesis II is a null hypothesis and as such 
cannot be proven but can only be dis proven. The an~lysis 
of the data sel"Ves to suppor·t the hypothesis since it has 
not been disproven. Differences in worker cognitive styles 
do not appear to influence client perception of the. relation-
ship. Similarly, differences in client cognitive styles 
do not ~ppear to influence client perception of the relation-
ship. Thus, since there is llO data to disprove the hypothesis 
that worker cognitive style or client cognitive style, each 
considered alone, will not influence client perception or 




iIy-pothosis III predicts there will be s. s'ignificant 
difference between the choice·of treatment methods employed 
by workers when 't'reating clients with differing cognitive 
styles, regardles's of differences in wozaker styles. When 
field-dependent clients are seen, workers will place· rela-
tively greate.r emphasis on the use of supportive techniques. 
When field-independent clients are'seen, workers will place 
relatively greater emphasis on the use of. techniques which 
promote self-awareness.' 
The data will again be· analyzed separately for each 
of the m~asures of cognitlve style, the Embedded Figures 
Test and :the f~gure drawings~ For each measure. the distri-
bution will be divided into. four groups (Low-Low, Hlgh-~igh, 
Low-High, High-Low). A two-way a.nalysis ot proportions 
will be used to test the· significance of ditf'eren~es. 
Finbedded Figures Test 
The analysis' of' variance (Tabl·e 16) indicate's that 
there is a signi.ficant difference in the predicted direction 
for type of trea'tment m~thpd used wi th clients having dif-
.faring EFT' sc·ores (Low vs. H~gh), F = 6.59, p<.Ol. Modii'ying 
treatment was received})y 43 .. 9% of' Low clients and supportive 
treatment~by 56.1%. The ·morestriking dii'i'erence was in the 
High clients,. wi th 78.0% racei ving modirying treatment and 
only 22.0% receiving support'ive treatment. 
TABLE 16 
PER CENT OF MODIFICATION USED BY WORKER-CLIENT 
SCORES ON THE EMBEDDED FIGURES TEST 
Worker Scores 









% . N· 
46.2 
83·3 
Summary o:f Ana1y'sis 



















N. S • 
• 01**' 
N. S. 
*Two-way Analysis o:f Variance o:f Proportions (using 
an Arcsine Data Trans:formation), Ca1yampudi Radhakrishna 
Ji§,p;j. Linear Statistical Inference and its A lications (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 19 ~ pp •. 35 -32, Ge'orge 
w-. Snedeeor, statist.ieal Me.tbods (Ames: Iowa State- University 
Press, 1956), pp. 231, 33"8, 380, and 384· 
**One-tai1ed test o:f signi:ficanee used. 
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TABLE 17 
I . PEll CENT OF 111QIHFICATION USED BY ·WORKER-CLIEN·T 























Summary of Analysis or Variance* 
Sum of Squares . df Mean Square F 
1900.08 1 1900.08 2·31 
2198.71 1 2198 •. 71 2.68 
709·50 1 709·50 0.8·6 





N .• S. 
N. s. 
N •. S. 
*Two-way Analysis .of Variance·of' Proportions (using 
an Arcsine Data Transrormation), Calyampudi Radhakrishna 
Rao,·Linear. Statistical Inference and its A lications 
(New York: John Wiley· ·and Sons.~. 19 ,pp. 35-3·2. ·George 
. W. Snedecor,· Statistical Methods (Ames: Iowa state University 
Press,. 1956),· pp. 231·, 338, 380, and 384.· 





A further inspection of Table 16 indicates that 
there was net a significa.nt worker effect (Low vs.· High)· 
nor was there a significant interaction effect (Low-Low, 
High-High, vs. Low-High, High-low). 
ligure Drawing;s. 
The analysis of variance (Table 17) indicates that, 
~he use of differing .treatment methods was not associated 
with figure drawing scores. Although client trends were 
in' the right direction, with -72% oi' the FI clients receiv-
ing modifying treatmen~ as opposed to 50% of the FD clients, 
these differences failed to reach statistical significa.nce. 
In addition, there was neither a significant worker etfect 
(Low vs. High) nor was there an effect due to interaction 
. . 
between congruent and incongruent figure drawing pairings 
(L.ow-Low, High-High, VB. Low-high, High-Low). 
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. s~ry :of Reaul ts for HYQothesis III 
I 
Once again, the· result,s differed according to the 
particular measure of cognitive style used. The analysis of 
the data. on the basis of the Em'Qedded Figures Test supported 
the hypothesis. There was a significant. dif'ference between 
the choice of methods workers employed in treating clients 
with differing cognitive styles. When field-independent 
clients were seen worker placed more emphasis on modifying 
methods,i and when field-dependent clients were seen thel"e 
wS.s mora emphasis on supportive methods. Differences in 
worker. cognitive style did not have an erfect. The analysis 
or the data on the basis of the f'igure drawings railed to 
support the hy~othesi.s.· Al though client trends were in 
the rigtlt direction, with a higher proportion or field-
independent clients in modifying treatment and a higher 
proportion of field-4ependent clients in supportive treat~ 
mant, the dii'rerences did not approach statistical signifi-
cance. 
Addendum--
In vie·wing the data on client perceptic~ of relation-
ship levels, it was felt that it tolould be interest~ng to see 
if clients with contrasting cognitive styles manifest this 
via differences in homogeneity 01'" heterogeneity of scores 
on each of the subscales of the llelationshi.p Inventory. 
Basically, what is being asked is does client cognitive 
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style influence the level of globality or specificity of 
client perc.eption. of the worker. Although this was not 
part of the original study, since the data was on hand it 
seemed simple enough to do a rurther analy.sis of the data 
to see ~at additional infor.mation might ·be gleaned. It 
was predicted that clients Who were relatively field-
independent, having a discrete peI'ceptual approach, would 
have more differentiated respons.es between subscales than 
would relatively 1'ield-dependent clients, characterized by 
e. global perceptual appI"oach. 
An inspectio.n of Table 18 indicates that the analysis 
of data tends to o1'fer mild support for the prediction. On 
the mean differences, fiv"e of the six measures are in the 
predicted direction. One of the measures, the mean dif-
ference between unconditional positive regard and genuine-
ness achieves statistical significance, t = 2.24, p<.05. 
Thus, the analysis 01' the data mildly supports 
the pr~diction that client cognitive style would influence 
homogeneity of responses. Appal'ently, more fiE;jld-independellt 
clients have a slightly more differentiated view of their 










ANALYS IS OF DIFFERENCE SCORES ON SUBS CALES OF THE 
fiELATIONSHIP INVENTORY FOR CLIENTS ACCORDING 
. TO EMBEDPED·· FIGURES TEST RATINGS 
R-E R-UR R-C E-UR E-C 
Mea.n ' °9 o. , 7··43 5·28· 7.22 5·57 
Variance 17·42 43·42 23··29 44·21 25·58·. 
N - 26 
Mean 8·24 7.22 8·51 9.61 8.68 
Variance 25·72 .42 •. 94 . 95·01 43·51 86.99 
N - 25 
t - 1.05 0.11 1.28 1·49 
p*- N. s. .N. s. N. S. N. s. N. S. 
df = 49 









. Sm~ARY AND DISCUSSION 
In therapeutic casewor'k, the worker's engagement 
with the client involves two central operations: 
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1. He creates conditions which foster a climate 
that facilitates the clientrs acceptance of his influence·. 
2. Building on thif:l cli11late, he uses a variety of 
technical procedures which have the aim 01' influencing the 
client in ther-apeutically desirable directions. 
The ma.nner in which he pel"foilils both sets of ope:pations is 
a.sslL."iled to flow i'l"om mutually selected goals and from the 
diagnostic process. This study is primarily concerned 
with the first set of operations--the casework relationship; 
but in addition, a secondary portion deals with the use of 
technical pItocedures. In both instances, the investiga.tor 
is interested in exploring the influence of the cognitive-
perceptual styles of both participants, worker and client, 
on the relationship as well as on the choice of treatment 
procedures. 
Ca.sework pra.ctice is per'vaded by an ethical conullit-
l1lent to become engaged wi·th people in a. manner that .is 
responsive, empa.thic, caring and authentic in the deepest 
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sense. . lVIoreoveI', it is assumed that the qua.li ty of'the 
client I S level of engagement is pr'oportionate to the sense 
01' trust, concern, rapport· and professional commitment 
conveyed by the worker. Regardless of unrealistic expecta.-
tiona and a·iiti tudes, subsumed under the concept of trans-
ference, the client must per'ceive the worker positively if 
he is to continue· in a therapeutic process which often has 
moments of· strain B.nd dis·comtort. It is the· conscious ego 
that assesses reality and enters into a werking relationship 
with the wOl"'ker. The focus oi' this study, th~n, is· not on 
the unroe·alistic c·omponents ot:' the rela.tionship. Rather,· 
the investigator is interested in the reality component--how 
the worker understands the client, respects him and is 
a.uthentic t,d th him. 
Rogers I i'OI"lIlulat;ioll of the neces·saI·y a.nd s·ufficient 
conditions of constructive personality changel provided an 
operational definition of the ingredients of the relation-
ship that formed the basis of the Relationship Inventory. 
used in this stUdy. The ingredients of B. positive. relation-
ship are categorized into four scales which encompass the 
range of qua.ll.ties which are optimally included in a positive 
relationship: regard, empathy, uncon·ditiona.l positive regard, 
and gen~inep.ess. Acceptance of the 'importance .of these 
~Rogers, "The, N~ce~sary and Su1'fic~ent Conditions 
of Therapeutic Personality Change," Ope cit. 
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qualities or conditions does not mean that the investigator 
is in agreement with the notion, stated by Rogers,l that 
high levels of' these conditions a.re sufficient to produce 
constructive per'sonality change. Rather, as stated ea.l:·lier, 
relationship conditions are one of' two s'ets of opel"ations 
employed by the worke·r. In the context of a positive re-
la.tionship, the worker also employs a variety of technical' 
procedures, such as support or reflection, that have the 
goa.l ot influencing the clie.nt or overcoming resis tances 
to constructive change. 
'rhe question of who determines the leve'l of relation-
ship conditions has received considerable atte·ntion. wnile 
ea.rlier research suggested that the helper deteI'!llined the 
level irrespective of client differences,2 more recent 
stUdies indicate that the characteristics of the client 
influence the performa.nce of the worker. 3 Viewing the 
worker" as an open system, the quality of his empathy, regard, 
2For example, see Charles B. Truax, "The sampling 
Interview,w'op. cit., or Truax, et al., "Therapist's Oon-
tributi'on to Accurate Eilipathy, Non-Possessive Warmth,. and 
Genuineness in Psychotherapy," Ope cit. 
3For example,. see Ferdinand Van der Veen, "Effects 
of the Therapist and Patient on Each Other's Therapeutic 
Behavior," Ope cit., or.Oa.rl R. liogeI's, "The Findings in 
Brief," Ope cit., p. 90. 
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a.nd genu~neness is bolind to be lnfluenced by the a.ttitudes 
and reaction patterns of the client~ 
This study is based upon the premise,oi'ten cited in 
the literaturel and stated by most clinicians; that most 
workers are more successful itl working; with certain type"s 
of clients than . they are with others. While it is eminently 
desirable tor caseworokers to be able to establish rappo·l">t 
and communicate ef'fectively' with as wide a. range of cl"ients 
as possible, the reality is, as is true of all relationships, 
we do get along better with same people than we do with 
others. Professional education" provides the knowledge base 
for understanding clients and for developing awareness or 
use of self. While such understanding will not resolve al·l 
" " 
relationship difficulties, it does provide the \'iorker "wi tli 
tools for evaluating the forces that influence his reactions. 
A worker's capacity for experiencing high levels of 
empathy,' regard, and genuineness will be al.l for nought if 
his client fa"ils to perceive these qualities as being" com.-
municated to him. This study is based on the assumption 
that it is What the client himself "experiences that affects 
( 
him most directly and in turn influences the nature of the 
IFor exarilple,. Florence Hollis, Casework: A Psycho-
!:.Q.Qial Therapy, "op~. cit.,. pp. 153-154·," .or Arnold A,. Lazarus, 
Behavior Therapy and Beyond (New York: r·{cGraw-Hill, 1971)"~ 
pp. 31-47. 
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therapeutic pI'ocess, regardles's of' the accuracy or inaccuracy 
of his perception. This view suggests that while the worker 
may bl'ing to the relationship sensi ti vi ty and the. capacity 
for rapport, such qualities are only useiul if the client 
perceives them at le'ast to. B. minima.l degree. As Rogers 
has noted, ItUnless s'ome connnunication of these, the worker's 
attitudes, has been achieved, then such attitudes do not 
exist in the relationship .as far as the client is concerned, 
and the therapeutic process could not be initiated."l 
The client and the worker B.nd their intera.ction 
contribute differing amounts of variance to the casewor'k 
l~lationship. Both bring to the relationship their experi-
ences, attitudes, and s1;;yles of thinking and perceiving, 
creating B.n atmosphere that is the jOint product of the 
contributions of the participants. In fact, interaction 
patter.ns create an atmosphere which is something more than 
the input of the particular contributions of the partici-
pants. Conceptualized as a system, worker and client 
together participate ina series of transactions out of 
which emerge patterns of relating that are unique. 2 
Accepting the view that, as in all relationships, the per-
sonal characte.ris tics of the participants influence the 
lRogers, "The Necessary and Sufficient Conditions of 
Therapeutic Personality Change," .2l2..:.. cit. 
2For example, see Lennard and Bernstein, oS. cit., 
also Witkin, Lewis, a.nd Weil, Ope cit., pp. 205-20'. 
na.ture of the system, it follows' that wor'kers possessing 
dil~fering personal cha.ra.cteristics may have diff'erential 
success' 'in forming relationships with clients' possessing' 
dii'i'ering .. pers·onal chara'cteris tics. 
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The A-B studies were reviewed since the emphasis in 
these studies served tos'upport the notion tha.t the personal 
characte'ristics of the participants is a salient determinant 
of therapeutic process and outcome. Type A a.nd type B 
therapis,ts, possessing d·ii'i'ering per-sonal characteristics 
and frames of reference, have differential rates of success 
wIth patients who have diffex'ing forms of pathology. In 
actual clinical studies and in ·extended· psychotherapy 
analogues A therapists, cha.racterized by their active 
involvement a.nd expressiveness, f0r111 ·more effective relation-
ships with schizoids and process s·chizophrenics. B therapists, 
who are more directive or passively permissive,' appear to 
be more suc.cessful in wOl-king with neurotics· and reactive 
schizophrenics. l 
A link has been established between the A-B studies 
and the dimension of cognitive-pel'>ceptual styles' a's con-
ceptualized in the work of Herman Witkin.2 Witkin has 
dif.ferentia·ted betwee·n g;J.obal and articulated c'ognltive 
lFor cOIn.()I'ehensive reviews of this work, see Razin, 
Ope cit., and Carson, Ope ·cit •. 




styles, and has dem.onstrated that these styles are manifested 
perceptually as field-dependence· and fie·ld-independence. 
These styles are believed to be associated with extent or 
psychological differentiation and are manifested with some 
consistency in body -concept, identi ty formation, def'ense 
mechanism.s, forms of pathology and modes of inter-personal 
relationships. 1 
Al though actual clinics.1 research is sparse in this 
area, there aI'e indications that dya.ds consisting of persons 
wi th markedly differing co-gni tive styles will have difficulty 
communicating and as a consequence will experience g~eater 
discomfort in the relationship than will _the m.embers of 
dyads ha.villg more similar cognitive styles. 2 This forms 
the basic conceptual notion to -be tes ted in this- study. If 
such dii'ferences·exist, then they should be manifested in 
the levels of relationship condltions--regard, empathy, 
unconditional positive regard, and genuineness. Since there 
is no evidence to suggest that workers with a particular 
cognitive style are more or less succesf!f'ul in establi·shirig 
relationships or that clients with a particular cognitive 
style elicit higher relationship levels, it was hypothesized 
that when each is considered independently, differences in 
the styles of' workers and dif'feI'ences in the styles of 
IW· tkO . 1 . t 1 1n, e~ a ., Ope C1 • 
2For example, Shows, ~cit., or Silver-man, op. cit. 
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clie·n.ts :would not influence client perception of" reJ,a tion-
ship levels. 
The' second portion or this study is, concerned with 
the wor~errs·choice;o.r treatment modalitie's a.s a ·function 
of the cognitive-perceptual style·dimension. The diagnostic 
casewoI'k l'llodel is based upon the pr'inci-ple that the choice 
of treatment procedures is systematically related to the 
psychosocial diagnosis. Since the accuracy of the p~ocess is 
dependent upon the inclusion of an assessment of' all relevant 
dimensions, social workers I lack of fSllliliarity wi't;h the 
.dimension of cognitive-perceptuB.1 styles is of concem, 
particular'ly since the evidence indicates that differences 
in style have implications i'or·the differential use of 
treatment techniques. For example, in psychotherapy ~iEdd­
dependent patients seem to· depend more upon their therapists, 
prefer M,ore active therapists and find supportive, structured 
techn-iques most he.lpful. Thecapaci ty or the ·field .... 
independent· person for dis ta.ncing and se·If-observation 
leads to a· preference for techniques that enable them to 
introspect and create their own structure'. 1 Based upon. the 
work of Karp,' e:t al.,~ it was sugge.sted that despite ·the 
lWi tkin, Lewis, and, Weil, op. cit:., also Witkin, 
"P'sy-chological Differentiation and FOrIllS of Pathology," 
o'p'; ci t. 
2Karp, Kissin, and Hustmyer, op. cit. 
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lack of considers·tion of the cogni ti ve-perceptual dimension 
by social workers, this still might be an underlying dimen-
sion 't-Ihich is consider-ed via some of i tsbehavioral manifes-
tations. For example, such variables as identity formation, 
defense mechanisms, body concept, and styles 01.' relating, 
all associated with the cognitive style dimension, are 
generally considspsd in making an assessn!ent and determining 
a treatment plan a.nd consequent choice of treatment techniques. 
This led to the hypothesis that there will be a significant 
difference between the choice of treatment methods employed. 
by caseworkers when treating clients having differing cog-
nitive s·tyles, regardless of differences in worker cognitive 
8"cyles. 
In addi tien, while not stated in the form of a. re-
seal"ch hypothesis, data were ana.lyzed to determine if 
contrasting client cognitive oz"ientations would be manii'ested 
in differences in the homogeneity of subscores on the He-
lationship Inventory. On the basis of theoretical considera-
tions, it was predicted that clients who l'lere relatively 
field-independent, having a discI'ete perceptual appreach, 
would have more differentiated responses between subs cores 
than would field-dependent clients who are characterized by 
their global approach. 
As wa.s reported in the findings, the conceptual 
notions of this study received mild but consistent support 
from the data when the Embedded Figures Test 'was used as 
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the measure of cognitive style. Client perception of the 
total re,lationship, as well as levels of regard t empathy,: 
and genuineness, was significantly mOre positive wh~n clients 
were paired with workers having congruerd~ cognitive styles 
.than when they were paired l-lith workers having incongruent 
cognitive styles.. As predicted, the interaction ei'fect waS 
the only significant effect. with neither differences in 
worker s:tyles nor· differences in client styles having an 
i 
, 
independent effect. Differences in worker sty~es were not 
a.ssociated with diEferences in client perception of relation-
ship levels. Differences in client styles were -also not 
associated with differences in client perception of re1ation-
ship levels. In addition, the cognitive-perceptual 
orientation of the client was a.ssociated- with diffel'ences 
in his mode of perceiving the worker. Field-independent 
clients were more specific in differentiating qualities of 
the worker whereas field-dependent clients had a more global 
approach. 
:As predicted. there was a significa.nt difi'erence 
between the ch:oice of methods wo·rker-s consid'ered to be most 
influential in achieving casework goals with clients having 
contrast'ing cognitive styles. With field-independ-ent clients, 
workers placed greater emphasis on self-al-lareness. iVith 
field-dependent clients, workers stres'sed supportive tech-
niques. 
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Since the Embedded Figures Tes t and the evalua ti ons 
of figure drawings ·were supposed to be measuring the same 
dimension. the inconsistency between the distributions at 
the two tests merits some diseu..ssion.· A worker-client pair 
rated as congruent on one test was about as likely to be 
incongruent as congruent on the other test. As was noted 
earli,er in the discussion on instruments, the correlation 
between the Group Embedded Figures Test and the Sophistication 
of Body Concept Scale is .57, a rather moderate relationship 
which only accounts tor approximately thixaty per cent ot the 
variance·. This leaves considerable leeway tor an individual r s 
scores to differ on the two measures.· This dit.ference is 
further compounded vlhen the groups are divided at the median. 
·As noted in the discussion on instruments, the Embedded 
Figures test was the preterred measure, so the failure to 
achieve significant findings on the basis ot figure drawings 
was consistent with the assumptions ot the study. In addition, 
the fi~re drawing scores. having. a narrow range of five 
categories, proved to be particularly ill· suited to the form. 
of statistical ana.lysis used. It was impossible to divide 
the distribution at the actual median of 2.5. Consequently 
the distribution lJaS dichotomized into a Low group consisting 
of categories I and II and a High group containing e.ategories 
III, IV, and V, with the re·sul t being that a. number of cases 
were arbitrarily torced.into category II when they belonged 
between II and III. 
Since there were significant findings tor clien~ 
perception of relationship levels on all sca.les except 
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I 
ul1c'ondi tional pos'i.ti ve regar'd, one· l.'lfOndel·swha t dii'.f'eren-
tiates this vari"able f'rom the others, particularly since the 
mean sco;r~e was the lowest of all the scales and the standard 
deviatiop was' the largest, indicating B. dif'fez'enti-al res~onse 
pattern.; Clients had the most difficulty understa.nding·the 
! 
meaning pf iteIr1.S "relevant to this' scale on the questionnaire. 
For example, clients had dil'ficulty distinguishing whether 
the· following question iin.plies a positive or'a negative re-
sponse on the part of' the worker. "Whether the ideas and 
"feelings I express are good or bad seems to make no differ-
ence to his feelings towards me. II As with a nu.."D.ber of the 
uncondi t'ional posi tive regard items, the worst of which wer'e 
deleted in my l~evision, it is difficult to d.ifferentiate 
between consistency in caring and indifference. Clien.ts 
tended to interpret some of these items as indifference 
since it is logical to a$SUIile that if' the worker cares, it 
would matter to him when the client feels good 01' bad. It 
was' this, investigator's impression that clients did not seem 
to expect that workel"'s should avoid m.aking value judgments 
regarding the appropria.teness of their behavior. While the 
populatlon was primarily middle-c'lass, tor the most par"c 
they did 'not seem to' be 8. psychologically sophisti.cated 
I 
group. Many expected the workers to give advige and to take 
an active role in dOing something to correct their unsatis-
fac·tory :int.erpersonal relationships. vlhile an attitude 
conveying unconditional positive regard may be a.n important 
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component of the relationship, it may be that fll&ny clients, 
having a different view of the helping process, would prefer 
to know where the worker stands. l Thus, it is the impression 
cf' the investigator that the lack of' significant findings on 
the scale of unconditional positive regard were 'due to con-
ceptual difficulties in constructing appropria.te questions 
to tap the dimension as well as due to differences in per-. 
spective between client expectations and theoretical empha.ses. 
While the basic concep'cual notions of this study 
were supported by the findings, it is important to note the 
limitations of this study. 
The sa.mple was restricted to fema.le clients and, 
con.se·quently, there is no basis for generalizing to a male 
popula.tion, sinc'e sexual differ'ences iniluence the thera-
peutic experience. 
'l'he data. were collected at single points in time. 
Clients responded to the Relationship Inve~tory following 
the end of the fifth interview. This raises questions 
regarding the quality of the relationship prior to and fol-
lowing the end of the fifth interview. Since it has been 
reported that 55%. of family agency clients drop out prior to 
litJhile the following study dea.l t with a lower-cls.ss 
popUlation and this d.eals with a middle-class population, 
some of the findings appear to be i~levant. John E. Mayer 
and Noel Timms, IIClash in Perspective Between Worker and 
Client," Soci8.1 Casework, Vol. 50, i~o. I (January 1969) 
pp. 32-4°· 
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the sec,?nd. in·terview, and the high drop-out rate continues 
through: the fourth interview a.nd. then taper's off', 1 the client 
sample us~d in this study was. highly selective. It can be 
assuri1ed tha.t smongst the people not included in ·I;his. study 
were SOULe who dropped out. because at' difficul~y in getting 
along with their casew·orkers. It would have been va.luable 
.' , 
to have ,included all clients who came to the agency. In 
essence, thi's study is only a.bout .female clients v.Jho felt 
well enough about the experience to continue. 
As wa.s noted in the text" the d.istribution of scores 
for client perception ~f relatiorlship conditions was l's,irly 
homogeneous and bunched towards :the. positive end. Only one 
, . . 
score on uncondi tiona.l posi tive ;regard fell below the mid.-
point of the theoretica.l ra.nge. The similar pattern found 
in the distribution of scores in the-Barrett-Lennard study,2 
s~ggests that this I-esponse is not idiosyncratic to this 
sample, especially since. Barrett-Lennard also used the· fifth 
interview for his initial data c·ollec·tion. In light of the 
positive bunching, differences in client ratings of relation-
ship -conditions· a.re indica-ti ve oif' more' or less pos! tl"i1e 
IDo~othY Fahs.Beck,Patterns in Use of Fam~ly Agency 
Service (New York: Family Servi'ce·. AssoQiation of America, 
1962), and Lil;l.ian Ripple, "Motivation, Capacity, . and O·ppor-
tunity, Ii Social Service ·MonograE.h~ (.Chicag9: Universi ty of 
Chicago Press,1964L p. 6~' 
:20E..:.- c~t .. , "Dimensions of Therapis t Response as .C·ausal 
Factors in Therapeutic Change, ii pp. 10-11-.' 
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pel">ceptions re.ther than of positive versus negative percep-
tions. 
While B. significant interaction ef'fect 'Nas found, 
the actual differences between means is not grea.t. For 
exa..'11ple, on the total relationship sca.le the actual diffe:r--
ence between group means is thirteen points. Thus, while 
clients paired 'ldth worlm:c's having congruent cognitive styles 
perceive their worker>s more positively than those paired with 
incongruent l..rorkers, the difference between the two groups 
is not very drama.tic. Since the dif'i'e rence is in the pre-
dicted dir'ection, one might speculate that 8. greater 
di,f'ference might ha.ve been found wi 'eh a more heterogeneous 
sample and more powerful measures of r'elaticnship cOl1di tions 
and cogni'tive style·s. 
Regardless of the strength of the differences, 
questions remain as to who 'is producing the differences. 
111is study was based upon the assumption the t the client I s 
perception of· the rela'tionship is a measure of the inter'-
action between wOI'ker and client, taking into account the 
client I s pel"sonality cha.racteristics a.8 well as the 
attributes that; the worker mani.fests in relation to him. 
Actually,. there is no wa.y o.f knowing if the relationship 
scor-es a.I"e reflecting the joint contributions of both pS.r-
ticipants or if they are pr~arily a product or the conditions 
offered by the worker en the one side 01' of the responsiveness 
., 
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of the client on the other side. 
l·t may be that congr'uence of cognitive styles pr'i-
marily increases the worker's regard for, responsiveness to, 
and openness tOlr/ards the client. These qualities ar'e in 
turn perceived by the client and reflected in higher re-
lationship SC01~S. On the other side, it may be that 
congruence of cognitive styles primarily ~nCreB.SeD the 
client I s comfort in the relationship., his respol1siv.eness to 
the worke·r,· his openness and feeling of being understood by 
the worker. Thus, his perception ·of the worker is reflected 
in hi-gber relationship scores, som.ewhat apar·t from the 
actua.l level of conditions offel'ed by the worker. 
The conceptual notions of this study suggest that 
it is extremely difficult to determine who is producing the 
effect since the relationship is viewed as the joip·t pI'oduct 
of the participants, with each 1n turn influencing the re-
a.ctions of the other. Still, it is possible that ·in some 
. . 
insta.nces congruence of' cognitive styles may have a primary 
influenc·e 011. the worker whet·eas in others the primary influ-
ence i~ upon the client, with -the mean relationship levels 
·reflecting the averaging. out of ·the tl,rO·. This suggests an 
avenue for .further .r>esearch directed -towards locat-irlg the 
a.ctual locus of' the inf'luence of con.gruence and incongruence 
of cognitive styles. 
The investigator recognizes that this study is 
limited to a conce·rn with certain ef'f'ects involving crucial 
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aspects of the cas61vork. process. Data on treatment outcome 
was not collected, and the issue of the effectiveness of 
t1"'eatmeut has not been dealt with. \'ihile the predicted 
associations between cognitive styles and relationship levels 
were confirmed, evidence was not presented regarding the in-
fluence of' this association on client outcome. Since this 
was not an intl>insic part of the study design" the lack of 
such data. cannot be consider'ed a. criticism of the study, but, 
nevertheless, the question rems.ins as to whether or not ·the 
higher relationship levels a.esociated with congruence of 
worker-client cognitive styles ul·timately payoff in more 
pasi ti ve treatment outcomes.. While the issues raised by 
this question go far beyo~d the scope of this study, a brief 
discussion. might help to provide a mope meaningful contex·t 
for viewing the findings presented. 
In Chapter I (pp. n: .!~ ) J a series of client-centered 
studies ~ere cited in which a positive correlation had been 
repor-ted betl>leen the levels of relationship conditions and 
client outcome. !t'or eXaIT.l.ple, Truaxl has concluded that not 
only do patients get better when relationship conditions are 
high, but they also get worse when conditions are low. Thus, 
there is some evidence to suggest that when relationship 
conditions·a.re high, the ef.fectiveness of the treatment 
proces s· is enhanced.· 
li~'1 t 1 . t 
'Lruax, ea." Ope C ~ • 
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;When this study is viewed in the context :of the 
above cited client-canter'ed ·studie·s a problem emerges. As 
noted ea.rlier, clients in this study ·cended to ·perceive 
workers ;a.s providing fairly positive relationships, 'Wi,th 
differerices between the congI~ent and in~ongruent gr~ups 
being indicative ot' lUore or less positive perceptions 
rather" than of' negative versus positive per·ce·ptions. Since 
the relati"onship between outcome and leval ·of conditions 
reported in the client-canter'ad studies tend ·to be hased 
upon 111011e extreme differences, this raises the· quest;ion of 
whether or not the .findings of the client-centered studies 
can be used to SUPPOl"t B.n association between level of 
conditions in. this study and treatment outcome·. A mB.jor 
limitatiol~ of the client-centered studies is that they deal 
with group t;.rends and not with individual dif1'erences. 
Whi.le patients receiving relatively high conditions fara 
bet.ter in treatment and patients receiving relative~y low 
conditions fare worse, the correlation between level of 
conditions and outcomes, while posit.i ve, is far from per.fect. 
A considerable portion of the variance must be attributed to 
other influences. 
Since, in this current study,. the differences be-
. tllireen g.r.oups was far .from. dramatic, the ·possibili ty inCI"eaSeS 
that factor's other than relationship conditions might play 
a more d,ecisive. role. At a.ny rate, it would be unrea.listic 
to conclude that the congruent group, having somewhat higher 
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relationship levels than the incongruen,t group, would of 
necessi ty end up with more posit~ve client outcomes. 
Perhaps there is yet ano'cher way of looking at the 
effectiveness· question. VI.'hile not included in the conceptual 
underpinnings or this s:i;udy, per-haps simila:r'i ty in i tsel£' 
is associated wi th t:r'eatment effectiveness, regardless of' 
its influence on relationship levels. In a. cOlilprehensive 
review of' stiudies dealing with the effect of therapist-
pa·l;ien·t; simila:t:'i ty, ~iel tzof!·· ·and Kornreichl state that t'ihile 
it is reasonable to expect that therapists who have had 
similar experiences as their patients will be more undel'"'-
sta.nding and ertlpathic, it is also reasonable to expect tha t 
s~ilarity might interfere with effectiveness as a conse-
quence of too much involvement and the inability of the 
therapist to belp the patient find new approaches to coping 
wi th problezfls. In these tems, while sim.ilarity of cognitive 
styles are associated with higher relationship levels, it 
is possible that the lower relationship levels of dissimilar 
worker-client pairs Iil~ght be- more productive of therapeutic 
movement. Having a q.egree of incongruence, but not enough 
to create communication problems, a more field-dependent 
worker might do better in helping the field-independent 
1 Julian Meltzori' and Melvin Kornreich, Re·search in 
Psychotherapy (New York: Atherton Press, 1970), pp. 311-
327. -
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client to give up some of his ne'ed for structure, whereas 
. . 
the morei field-independent ,,yorker might do better at helping 
. I 
the field-dependent client structure his experience. Since 
theI'e iSi no. ha.rd evidence in support 01' this view as opposed 
to the siiIrdlarity hypo.thesis, at this point all one' can say 
. . 
is that while similarity of cognitive styles is associated 
with higner perceived'relationship levels, the precise 
influenc:e of" the levels on outcome is yet to be determined. 
!The finding that worker choice ot treatment 'methods 
was associated with differences in clients and not with 
personal characteris"t;ics of the workers is commensurate 
vlith Goldmeier" sl conclusion that professional education 
min1mize:s the effect of the personal attributes of the 
worker on his decisions about the treatment process. On 
the other hand, the finding~ appear to be contradictory to 
those of Reid and Mullen, 2 "both of whom reported that worker 
style was a more salient influence on worker choice of 
treatment procedures than w"as diagnost:1c cOl1siderat:i,ons. 
Since all of these studies ha.d diffe·rent designs, it is 
difficult to make comparisons. The Reid and Mullen studies 
used objective judges who evaluated choice of procedures 'by 
lOp. ci·I;. 
2Reid, trCharacteristics of Casework Intervention," 
Ope cit., Mullen, "Differences in Workel"> Style in Caseworl!," 
Ope cit. 
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listening to tapes ot actual interviews. -Goldmeier_used a 
simulated interview si tuat.ion, an analogue, to _~hich worker 
subjects indicated the techniques they consid~red appropriate 
to a given case. In this current -study, tiorkel"s ~ated the 
tec4niques they believed to have been important in achieving 
casework goals but there was no actual measure ot how much 
use was made or particular techniques relative to others. 
A major dif'ference amongst the studies is the extent to 
wllich the rating is derived from what actually occurs in an 
interview as opposed to what workers say they do or ought to 
do. When workers make judgments outside or an actual inter-
view, they may say what they have learned are the appropriate 
procedures to be used in association with pa.rticular client 
characteristics. ifhis choice may be- rela.tively rree rrom 
personal predilections. When the performance of the worker 
is studied by viewing the actual interview, his choice of' 
procedures may be more potently inrluenced by his idiosyn-
cratic personal predilections as inrluenced by the actual 
give and take of the two participants. l 
_On further reflection, there may not be a contradic-
tion between the i'indings or this study and those of' Reid 
and Mullen. The rinding that there is a moderate association 
lFor example., in the rollowing study it was found 
that the.re· was a disc.rep.ancy between the techniques workers 
said they used and those observed by judges listening to 
.tape.s or the same. interviews. \iilliam. J. Reid and Ann W. 
Shyne, Brier and Extended Casework (New York: Columbia 
University Press., 1969). pp. 82-95. 
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between c~'ient cogni ti ve styles and worker choice of treatment 
technique.s is consistent with Mullen's .findingS' since in 
his first· report~ I he had aiso found sO~le signific~nt rela-
tionships' between diagnostic variables arid worker choice of 
treatment techniques •. Reid,2 in an analysis' based on an 
interview simulation reported weak to moderate associations 
between "directive," "probing,." and "insight-oriented" 
responses and diagno·sis.. Since Mullen f'ound that supportive 
techniques tended to be used more when clients were rated 
low in. intellectual functioning, adaptive defenses and overall 
ego functioning, the pO'ssibility exists that there is a com-
monalty between these characteristics and the dimension o.f a 
cognitive style. Individuals with global cognitive styles,· 
characterized by '[l;he,ir gene.ral diffuseness, uS.e ·o.f relatively 
primitive de.fenses such as denial, and their less ~istinct 
sens'e o.f body ego and identity, might well be characterized 
as having less adaptive def'ense mechanisms andlowe·r overall 
ego functioning •. 
In addition, significant correlations have been re-
ported betweien cognitive styles an~ intellectual f'unctioning 
as measured by scores on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for 
Children. Witkin et ale have demonstrated that the .·relation 
lEdward J. Mullen, "·The Relation Between Diagnosis. 
and Treatment in Casework," Social Casework. Vol. 50, No.4 
(April 1969), 218-226. . . 
2William 'J. Reid, riA study of Caseworkers' Use ot 
Insight-Oriented Techniques,·11 Social Casework. Vol. 48, NOe 1 
(January 1967), '3-9. 
l2J 
between cognitive style and IQ is carried specifically by 
portions of the WISe, which, like the perceptual tests them-
selves, involve the requirement of analytical functioning 
in overcoming embeddedness; i.e., Block Design, Picture Com-
pletion, and Object Assembly. It is his view that the 
relation is best explained on the basis of the expression 
of a general cognitive style in both. Nevertheless, there 
is some overlap b&tween the components of intelligence and 
the cognitive style dimension, leaving the possibility that 
the si.gnificant assoc·iation between cognitive styles and 
choice ot treatment procedures as well as the association 
between styles and relationship levels, might be, at least 
in part,. a function of intelligence. Since subjects were 
not rated on intellectual functioning, this possibility can 
not be ruled out. 
The major difference between Mullen's and Reid's 
findings and those of this study have to do with the relation-
ship between worker style and choice of treatment techniques. 
They reported that the "style" ot the worker seemed to 
account for the la~gest amount of variation in the use of 
techniques, representing a greater portion of the variance 
than could be attributed to diagnostic considerations. 2 
Reid and Mullen did not derine the componen·ts of style. The 
lOp. c·i t., Psychological Differentiation, pp •. 59-71. 
2This differs .from the findings in this study ··since 
worker cognitive style was not associated with.tt,le use· ot: 
differing technique clusters. 
term was used to e·ncompass differences between workers in 
their characteristic preference for using particular tech-
niques regardless of diagnostic considerations. The lack 
. . .' . . 
of an association, as was predicted, between contrasting 
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worker cognitive styles and the use of differing technique 
clusters suggests that the cognitive style variable may not 
be a cqmponent of the term "style" as used by Reid·and Mullen. 
Taken as a whole, the findings derived from this study 
. ' 
hignlight· the relevance of the cognitive style dimension in 
enhancing our understanding of the casework process. In 
looking at a number of specific effects, the cognitive styles 
of the participants influences perception, the quality of 
the relationship, and the choice of treatment methods. Cer-
. . 
tainly, cognitive style only cont'ributes to a moderate portion' 
of the variance and there are a host of ot~er forces that 
contribute to the effects studied. On the basis of these 
findings though, it is ,suggested that content on cognit"ive 
style be· included in foundatIon courses in human behavior and 
social environment sequences in schools at social work. Also, 
the inclusion of this conten·t in casework courses would aid in 
alerting stUdents to the influence 'of the personal ch~racter­
istics ot 'the participants' on the casework proces.s· while adding 
. . 
another ~imension to enrich the diagnostic process'. Since 
the variable is re·lativelysimple to assess, either i"ndividually 
or in graups, research sequences migh~ do further stUdies in 






Client I· S name _____________ _ Date __________ __ 
Below are a vs.rietyot ways that one person may :feel 
or behave in relation ·t.o .8.Ilother person. 
Please consider each statement· with r~:ference to 
your present relationship with your caseworker.· 
Mark each statement in the lett margin, according 
to how· strongly ·you :feel that it is trUe~ or. not true, in 
this relationship_ Please mark every statement. Write in 
+3, +2, +1, or -lo!' "'!'-2"-J, to ·stand :for. the tollowing 
answers: 
+3: Yes, 1 str.ongly :feel that it is true. 
+2: Yes~.·1 feel it is true·!'· 
+1: l'es, I teel tha~ it is probably true, or more 
true than untrue. 
-1: No, I f'~el that it is probably untrue, or more 
. untrue than true •. 
-2: No, 1 teel that it is not true. 
-3: No,.. 1 s~rongly f'eel it is not true. 
1.. He respects me as a person. 
2. He wants to understand how. I s·ee things. 
J. He i·~ c·omt'ortable and· at· ease in our relationship. 
4. He .fe·els a true liking .for' me. 
S. I .feel that he ··puts on a role or .front with me.· 
6. He is impatient with me. 






7· Depending on my beha.vior, he has a better 










I feel that he is real and genuine with me. 
His feeling toward me doesn't depend on how r 
.feel toward him. 
It makes him uneasy when I ask or talk about 
certa.in things. 
He is indi.fi'erent to me. 
He usually senses or realizes what I am feeling. 
He findsDle rather dull B.ud uninteresting. 
His own attitudes tOl~ard some of the things I 
do or say prevent him trom understanding me. 
I can (or could) be openly critical or appre-
ciative or hL~ without really making him feel 
any dirrerently about me. 
16. He wants me to think that he likes me or 
understands me more than he really does. 
17· He cares t'or me. 
18. Sometimes he thinks that I feel a certain way, 








He likes certain things about me, and there 
are other things he does not like . 
I'feel that he disapproves of me. 
He usually understands the whole of what I mean. 
If I show' 'that I am angry with him, he becomes 
hurt or angry with me, too. 
He expresses his true impressions and feelings 
with me. 
He is fI'iendly and war.m wi th me. 





















How much he likes or dislikes me is not 
a.l·tere.d by anything .tha.t I tell him about 
myself. 
He appreciates exactly how the things I ex-
perience feel to me. 
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He is willi~g to express whatever is actually 
in his mind with me~ including any i'eelings 
about himself or about me. 
At times he thinks I feel a lot more. strongly 
abou t·. a particular thing than I really do. 
He is openly himself in our relationship. 
I seem to irritate and bother him. 
He does not rea.lize how sens·i ti ve I am about 
some of the things we discuss. 
tihether the .ideas and feelings I express are 
"goo~" or· "bad'.' seems to make no difference ·in 
his fe.elings toward me. 
There· are times when I feel that his outward 
response to me ·~.s quite different from the way 
he feels underneath. 
He understands me. 
Some.times I am more worthwhile in hi.s eyes than 
I ~.at other ttmes. 
He is truly in"tierested in ~. 
I dont"t·thihk that anything I say or do really 
changes the way he feels toward me. 
What other people thiIlk of me does (or would, 
if he knew) affect the way he feels toward me. 
I believe t:bs.t h~ has fee.lings he doe'S ·not 





Your client. , completed a question-
naire rollowing her firth interview~ A~ that time. she was 
infonued that she would receive another in three months~ This 
questionnaire and a return envelope aI'e contained in the 
sealed env~lope~ Since 1 do not know the n~~e and address 
of your client, please address the envelope and mail it to 
her. 
At the s~e time, please answer the following questions 
and mail this back to me in the self'-addressed envelope 
included. 
a. Highest level of education achieved by 
client 
-------------------------
b. Number of' interviews held through the fifth: 
Individual ______________ _ 
Conjoint ________________ _ 
c. Number or interviews held following the fif'th: 
Individua.l~ ______ _ 
Conjoint _______________ _ 
d. Check which of' the following are applicable 
to your client: 
(1) still in treatmen~ with you. 
(2) Terminated with your agreement. 
(3) Ter.minated against your advice. 
(4) Case transferred. 
(5) Case now on waiting list for re-
assignment. 
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e. For the following list of treatment techniques, 
indicate which ones you reel were most sig-
nificant in achieving casework goals with this 
client. 
The technique considered most important should 
be so indicated by numbering it 1, the next 2, 
and so on through numeral 7. 
Reassurance 
Advice and guidance 
Ventilation 
Logical discussion 
Encouragement of s'elf-exB.I.""D.ination to 
enhance understanding of current 
interpersonal responses. 
Encouragement of' self-examination to 
enhance understanding or current 
intrapsychic dynamics. 
Encouragement of self-examination 
to enhance unders t ending of 
developmental origins of patterns 
of response •. 
, ' 
.... ' .. 
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APPENDIX C 
DEFINITIONS OF CASEWORK TECHNIQUESI 
1. Reassurance 
Overt expressions or understandingp sympathyp concernp 
general encouragement p and appreciation or the client's 
abili ties or quali ties·. 
2~ Advice and Guidance 
Recommendations designed to influence the client's deci-





The caseworker's eliciting the client's expression of 
.emotion attached to persons and situations in his past 
and current experiences-
(Categories 4p 5p and 6 are self-explanatory) 
Encouragement of selt-examination to enhance undE9rstanding 
or current-interpersonal responses. (This is analagous 
to logical discussion in the Reid-Shyne system.) 
Encouragement or self-examination to enhance understanding 
of current intrap·sychic dynamics. (This is the same as . 
clarifying current intrapsychic causation in the Reid-Shyne 
system.) 
Encouragement of self-examination to enhance understanding 
of developmental patterns· of response.. (This is the same 
as Clarifying Developmental Causation in the Reid-Shyne 
system.) 
IDefinitions are primarily those provided by Reid-
Shynep Ope cit. p pp. 69-74. 
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e. For the tollowing list ot treatment techniques, 
indic.ate which ones :you teel were ,most sig-
nitican~ in achi,eving casework goals with this 
client. 
The technique considered most ·important should 
'be so indicated by. numbering it 1, the next 2, 
and so on through numeral 6. 
Reassurance 
Advice and guidance 
Ventilation . 
Encouragement ot·selt-examination to 
enhance understanding ot current 
. interpersonal responses. 
EncQuragement ot selt-examination to 
enhance understanding ot current 
intrapsychic dynamics.' . 
Encouragement ot selt-examination 
to enhance understanding ot 
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